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Polariton effects in naphthalene crystals* 

Susan Louise Robinette 

Under the superv1s1on of Gerald J. Small 
From the Department of Chemistry 

Iowa State University 

The bulk of molecular crystal work has dealt ·with 

exciton effects. The potential power of an almost classical 

treatment of optical absorption (which the polariton model 

basically is) was simply not recognized in chemical physics 

until quite recently. The existence 9f a mixed state of the 

polarization field and the photon field has come to be known 

as a polariton. The polariton model presumes a strong 

coupling between resonant crystal states and the radiation 

field (f•£.•, perturbation treatmenL::> not allowed) Which 

always exists. Other interactions such as exciton-phonon 

or e.xciton-defect must then be considered as strong or weak 

relative to this "primary" interaction. 

The polariton model_ generates a unique dependence of 

wave vector, k, on frequency (the dispersion curves) corre-

sponding to two states having both guasiparticle and photon 

*USERDA Report IS-T768. This work was performed under 
Contract W-7405-eng~82 with the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration. · 
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character. The nature of the exciton-polariton dispersion 

curves predicts the ·existence of new processes such as down

ward phonon scattering at absolute zero temperature. An 

additional consequence of the model is that the absorption 

of photon energy by the crystal must be viewed as a two-step 

process. Previously, absorption in solids was considered a 

one step process - the creation of a quasiparticle by a 

photon. In the polariton picture, however, a photon enters 

the crystal and forms a mixed state having both polarization 

field and photon character. In the idealization of an 

infinite perfectly ordered crystal, energy, initially 

carried, by the photon is "stored" in the crystal. Absorp

tion results when this polariton wave is damped, or 

equivalently when the polariton quasiparticle is scattered 

by a phonon, chemical impurity, or lattice defect. Absorp

tion s.een in this way is defined as an irr.eversible loss of 

photon energy to the lattice (heat bath) rather than the 

creation of a polarization state in the crystal. 

The. experimental verification of the two-step nature of 

energy dissipation, perhaps the most general manifestation 

of polariton effects, is the subject of this dissertation. 

The a(O~O) Davydov component of the lowest energy singlet 

transition in pure strain-free naphtha.lene single crystals 

is shown to exhibit an increase in absorption with increasing 

temperature. This is due to an increase in polariton damping 

Via polariton-phonon scattering processes, 
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Another interesting prediction of the polariton model is 

that the coupling between polarization states and photons is 

proportional to the oscillator strength of the crystal . . 

transition. This dependence implies, among other things, 

that transmission and reflection spectra for large oscillator 

strength transitions ("f~O .1) may be very different from ·the 

true absorption (defined by A= 1-R-T). 

Optical detection of polariton effe.cts requires a 

crystal of extremely high purity and one which is free of 

externally induced strain. Such a crystal is sometimes 

called "perfect" although they are far from that. The 

demands of purity and, probably more important, the necessity 

of strain-free mounting explain why even though a number of 

"exciton absorption" spectra of single crystals have been 

published by many workers, polariton induced temperature 

dependent effects have only recently been detected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Two different approaches are frequently used to describe 

the interaction of light with crystal exciton states: one is 

macroscopic and based essentially on classical optics 

(Maxwell's equations) and the other, quantum mechanical. 

When spatial dispersion effects are included, the classical 

model should yield the same results as the quantum 

mechanical but to date this has not been easy to demonstrate 

and workers have used either one or the other approach 

. depending on the problem being addressed. 

The essential point of this dissertation is that the 

polariton model is not a further refinement of the existing 

microscopic quantum mechanical theory but requires a dis

continuous and rather basic shift in emphasis. The problem 

lies lu l;he nature 01· the coupling to the photon field. 

Most early exciton work (Frenkel or Wannier-Mott) simply 

considered the coupling weak (manageable by perturbation 

theory) and got on with the business of spectroscopically 

measuring or calculating effects in "crystal exciton 

states". The polariton model on the other hand presumes a 

strong coupling between resonant crystal states and the 

radiation field (i.e., perturbation treatments not allowed) 

which always exists. Other interactions such as exciton

phonon or exciton-defect must then be considered as strong 

or weak relative to this "primary" interaction. 
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Over the past 30 years interest in exciton states (1-9) 

(here defined as electronic resonance states weakly coupled 

to the radiation field) has flourished. Naphthalene and 

anthracene have become prototype molecular crystals much as 

CdS is a prototype semiconductor. They have been studied 

by a variety of spectroscopic methods and have given rise 

to a host of theoretical treatments. Although the first 

theoretical description of exciton states in molecular 

crystals was introduced in 1931 by Frenkel (10), nearly 

twenty years passed before the formalism began to be used 

by spectroscopists to explain stationary state (Coulomb 

exciton) properties "such as the formation of exciton bands 

and the gas to crystal energy shifts of spectral lines. 

The experimental confirmation (11,12,13) in the 1950's of 

the theoretical predictions by Davydov (14) concerning 

factor group (Davydov) splittings was a major triumph for 

the microscopic approach. 

Today, interest in aromatic molecular crystals seems 

far from exhausted (4,15). Indeed, in many respects, it 

appears we have hardly scratched the surface. Current 

research addresses a number of problems of which most con

tinue to focus on exciton as opposed to polariton effects. 

An overview here of some of the more pertinent exciton work 

seems, therefore, in order. 
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Exciton phenomena can be loosely classified as static 

(stationary state effects for which the exciton may be 

treated as delocalized over the entire crystal or dynamic 

(rate processes describing the migratio~ and scattering of 

a quasiparticle)). For stationary states, much effort has 

been expended on the measurement and calculation of exciton 

energies, factor group splittings, oscillator strengths 

and polarization ratios. In this regard, the earliest 

theoretical treatments employed perturbation theory (16,17) 

foll6wed by finite basis set methods (9) which are still 

con~idered useful for weak and very weak transitions 

(f ~ 10-3). For large oscillator strengths (f ~ 0.1), 

classical dipole theory or the second quantization app~oach 

is required (9). The second quantization method which was 

first introduced by Agranovich (18) has the advantage of 

describing (within the one formalism) excitons interacting 

with phonons or impurity molecules, as well as excitons in 

perfect crystals. A few calculations for molecules with 

very large oscillator strengths (f ~ 3) have been performed 

(19,20). Philpott (9,21) has discussed the dipole sum 

method at length and commented on several causes of error 

in it's application by other workers. In addition, he has 

pointed out that from an appropriate choice of gauge (Lorentz 

rather than Coulomb) the polariton dispersion relations 

arise naturally in the theory (9). A simplified dipole sum 
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method has recently been used by Sceats and Rice (22) to 

obtain the exciton band dispersion for anthracene. Earlier 

calculations on this system were done by Craig and Dissado 

(23), Philpott (21) and Schroeder and Silbey (24). The 

addition of higher multipole (e.g., octapole-octapole, etc.) 

and charge transfer terms to the calculations is difficult 

and is in most cases probably not a significant contribution 

to the energy for moderate to intense transitions (f ~ 0.1) 

but may be quite important for crystals such as naphthalene. 

Some newer methods have been devised to take into account 

higher multipole terms (25). 

It is well known that symmetry arguments often provide 

microscopic insight and may greatly simplify quantum 

mechanical calculations (1,2). The first definitive 

discussion of the uses of group theory in constructing 

exciton wave functions was by Winston and Halford (26). 

More recently, Hoshen and coworkers (27) have treated the 

problem and brief synopses of space group symmetry consider-

ations appear in several review articles (4,5,6,9). 

A number of experimental determinations of exciton band 

structure have appeared. Energy denominator studies have 

been used to locate the lower energy band edge in anthra-
; 

cene (28) and naphthalene (29). The spectrum of the exciton 

density-of-states in naphthalene has been obtained by a 

direct hot band method (30), by exciton superexchange (31) 
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and by the use of nontotally symmetric phonon bands (32). 

The exciton density of states in anthracene and benzene have 

also derived by the hot band method (30,33) and for anthra

cene from reflectance (34) data. In the case of naphthalene 

(and benzene) the agreement between the calculated and the 

experimentally determined density-of-states of Colson and 

coworkers (30) is reasonably good for the calculation in 

which parameters were modified to fit experimental data. 

At this point all calculated and experimental curves can 

only be considered approximate. 

There is naturally a great deal of interest in the 

phonon modes of molecular crystals (35-42) since these 

provide information on ground state intermolecular inter

actions and because exciton-phonon (and more recently 

polariton-phonon) coupling effects are often very important 

and remain far from being completely understood. Coherent 

. neutron scattering with fully deuterated crystals would 

yield true phonon dispersion curves but these experiments 

have not yet been done. At present only rather incomplete 

knowledge of the phonon modes in molecular crystals can be 

said to exist. Raman and infrared experiments (43-49) can 
' provide data on the small fraction of modes which are 

optically allowed. A few incoherent neutron scattering 

studies (50-52) which measure a weighted phonon density-of-

states have been performed. For naphthalene and benzene, 

. ' . 
f 

·! 
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phonon side-bands in the electronic spectra have proved 

useful in assigning the phonon density-of-states. The 

utility of the phonon side-band method was first discussed 

by Small (53) for chemically mixed crystal systems and has 

been applied by Hochstrasser and Prasad (54) and Kopelman 

and coworkers (55,56) and Sheka and Terenetskaya (57) with 

some success to isotopically mixed naphthalene crystals. 

Pawley (58-60) was the first to discuss the nature of 

phonons in molecular crystals and to attempt to calculate 

phonon dispersion curves. More recently, Prasad and 

Kopelman (61) have reexamined these types of phonons. 

An immense amount of labor has gone into understanding 

exciton-phonon interaction (62-65) in both pure and mixed 

molecular crystals. Several reviews of the field by 

Hochstrasser and Prasad (15), Kopelman (4), Levinson and 

Rashba (66), and Toyozawa (67) have appeared. A number of 

diverse aspects of the problem have been examined, such as, 

polarons (68-71), charge carrier-lattice interaction and 

photoconductivity (72-74), weakly allowed transitions (75-

76), coupling in one-dimensional chains (77,78), retarded 

interactions (79), Urbach rule effects (80-86) and line 

shapes (87-100). Strong and weak coupling models (101-109) 

for Frenkel excitons and phonons have been discussed at 

length. For higher vibronic transitions in crystals such 

as naphthalene the concept of two-particle states (states 

in which vibrational and electronic excitation are located on 
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different sites) has proven useful in interpreting spectral 

data ( 110-117). 

Most current approaches to exciton-phonon coupling make 

use of the statist,ical methods of quantum .field theory and· 

the second quantization method. A density matrix averaging 

procedure for the phonon bath and the Green's function-mass 

operator formalism is employed to derive energies, band 

shapes and line widths (118-130). An advantage of this 

method is that it is readily extended to mixed crystal 

systems. Along these lines, Prasad (131), Sumi (132), and· 

Hong and Kopelman (133) have examined the utility of the 

coherent potential approximation (CPA) for treating 

exciton-phonon interactions in both pure and isotopically 

mixed crystals. 

The dynamic nature of excitons (134-151) is revealed 

by exciton migration and scattering events. These aspects 

of excitons as quasiparticles have also been rather exten-

sively studied. A number of papers have appeared on 

exciton-exciton interactions such as triplet-triplet 

annihilation (152,153), singlet-triplet fusion (154), 
. 

singlet decay into triplets (155). Exciton diffusion rates 

(both singlet and triplet) have been calculated and measured 
I 

experimentally in a number of crystals (156-166). Kopelman 

(167) and Kopelman and coworkers (168) have used the model 

of excitonic percolation for a thorough study of energy 

. ' .i 
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transfer in isotopically mixed naphthalene crystals. 

Numerous theoretical models for coherent and incoherent 

energy transfer in both pure and mixed crystals have appeared 

(169-179). The case of impurity or defect trapping has also 

been described in a rather thorough fashion (180-190). 

In addition to the already mentioned dynamic studies, 

triplet states (19i-196) have also been probed extensively 

by magnetic resonance experiments (197-202). Since the 

sizable realm of triplet exciton work really lies beyond 

the scope of the dissertation, no attempt will be made to 

discuss it. However, a number of references on triplet 

states including reviews (203-207) are included. 

For completeness it should be noted that while in most 

of the proceeding work the effect of finite crystal size 

and surfaces was neglected, surface exciton phenomena (and 

more recently polariton phenomena) are beginning to be 

actively studied (208-216). 

As mentioned above, the bulk of molecular crystal work 

has dealt with exciton effects. The potential power of an 

almost classical treatment of optical absorption (which 

the polariton.model basically is) was simply not recognized 

in chemical physics until quite recently when a handful 

of papers brought the polariton concept into the spotlight. 

The existence of a mixed state of the polarization field 

and the photon field, which has come to be known as a 
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polariton state (217-223), was first proposed by Hopfield 

in his Ph.D. thesis. Work along similar lines by Fano (224), 

Agranovich (18).and Pekar (225-227) appeared at about the 

same time. Actually, Hopfield coined the term "polariton" 

in his 1958 paper (217) to designate any particle in the 

polarization field (e.~., excitons, phonons, magnons) which 

could couple strongly with the photon field. Later Russian 

workers took ''polariton" to mean the mixed state resulting 

from the interaction between excitons and photons and.this 

usage has come to be standard. 

The polariton model generates a unique dependence of 
.... 

wave vector, k, on frequency (the dispersion curves) 

corresponding to two states having both quasiparticle and 

photon character (217,219). The nature of the exciton-

polariton dispersion curves predicts the existence of new 

processes such as downward phonon scattering at absolute 

zero temperature. Hopfield (217) was first to point out· 

an additional consequence of the model: the absorption of 

photon.energy by the crystal should be viewed as a two-step 

process. Previously, absorption in solids was considered 

a one step process -- the creation of a quasiparticle by a 

photon. In the polariton picture, however, a photon enters 

the crystal and forms a mixed state having both polarization 

field and photon character. In the idealization of an 

infinite perfectly ordered crystal, energy, initially 
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carried, by the photon is ''stored" in the crystal. Absorp

tion results when this polariton wave is damped, or 

equivalently when the polariton quasiparticle is scattered 

by a phonon, chemical impurity, or lattice defect. Absorp

tion seen in this way is defined as an irreversible loss of 

photon energy to the lattice (heat bath) rather than the 

creation of a polarization state in the crystal. 

The experimental verification of the two-step nature of 

energy dissipation, perhaps the most general manifestation 

of polariton effects, is the subject of this dissertation. 

Another interesting prediction of the polariton model 

is that· the coupling between polarization states and photons 

is proportional to the oscillator strength of the crystal 

transition (222,223). This dependence implies among other 

things, that transmission and reflection spectra for large 

oscillator strength transitions (f ~ 0.1) may be very 

different from the true absorption (defined by A= 1-R-T). 

So far, only for anthracene has this result been confirmed 

experimentally (228,229). 

The polariton model proposed by Hopfield was recog

nized almost from it's inception as the correct model for 

explaining the behavior of optical phonons in semiconductors 

and ionic crystals. A number of infrared and Raman experi

ments (230,231), as well as theoretical treatments and 

calculations (230-235), were done on these systems from' the 
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early sixties on. By 1975, two review volumes on phonon-

polaritons had appeared (230,231). 

While Hopfield's initial treatment specifically 

employed polarization states closely resembiing Frenkel 

(tight binding) excitons (217), the model was not applied 

to either Frenkel or Wa11.nier-Mott exci tons for several year,s 

until in the late 19SO's Agranovich and coworkers and Pekar 

began to publish what.has become an extensive theoretical 

examination of polariton states in molecular crystals (225-

227, 236-238). In the 1970's other important theoretical 

treatments by Davydov (222,223), Philpott (239-243), and 
I 

Davydov and Serikov.(244) ~ppeared. Permogorov and 
I 

Travnikov (245), Sumi (2~~)~ Tait ~nd Weiher (247,248), and 
:1 

·Tait ( 249) have examined /the effect of phonon .scattering on 
i 

exciton polariton absorftion and emission. pr.o.cesses 

apecifically for semiconductors and ionic crystals. However, 

much of the general f~tmalism applies to molecular crystals 

as well. 

Philpott and Sherman (250), Philpott and Turlet (251), 

and Kliewer and Fuchs (232) have examined surface polaritons 

for b.oth Frenkel and Wannier-Mott exciton states, and 

commented on the fact that Frenkel excitons are more likely 

.to form true surface states because of their small radii. 

Kovener and coworkers (252), Bishop and coworkers (253), and 

others (254,255) have treat.ed the case of surface. exciton-

polaritons in semiconductor sys.terns. 
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The first solid experimental evidence for exciton

polaritons did not appear until 1974 when Voigt (256) 

reported an increase ·in absorption intensity with tempera

ture for the An = 1 exciton band in CdS. In the same year, 

Delyukov and Klimushev~ (257) detected a similar anomolous 

temperature dependence in the (O,O) absorption of n-dichloro 

and n-dibromobenzene crystals. In 1975 Fergu~on (228,229) 

described the first of a series of careful experiments 

designed to reveal true polariton absorption in very thin 

anthracene flakes (~500-4000 i) and Kreingol'd and Makarov. · 

(258) observed polariton effects in the n = 1 quadrapole 

absorption of cu2o. Bosacchi et al. (259) reported similar 

polariton induced behavior for Gase in 1976. 

The first interpretation of molecular crystal emission 

(anthracene) in terms of polaritons (260) and experimental 

evidence of surface polariton states in semiconductor 

systems (261,262) appeared in 1976. At present these seem 

to be the only other experimental confirmations, besides 

the work reported here for naphthalene (263), for exciton

polariton states. The fact that very similar effects are 

seen for systems where the underlying exciton states are 

known to be quite different simply reaffirms the essentially 

classical nature of the phenomeni. 

Optical detection of polariton effects requires a 

crystal of extremely high purity and one which is free of 
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externally induced strain. Such a crystal is sometimes 

called "perfect" although they are far from that. The 

demands of purity .and, probably more important, the necessity 

of strain-free mounting explain why even.though a number of 

"exciton absorption·" spectra of single crystals have been 

published by many workers, polariton induced temperature 

dependent effects have only recently been detected. One 

anticipates that excitonic-polariton phenomena will be 

encountered for a number of ionic, semiconductor and 

molecular crystal systems as further careful experiments 

are performed. 
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THEORY AND DISCUSSION 

Preface 

The treatment of polariton modes given here owes much 

to several excellent review articles on various aspects of 

the exciton-polariton p~6blem (9,218,219,221). In addition 

a number of articles specifically dealing with phonon

polaritons (220, 230-235) have proved quite helpful. As 

mentioned in the Introduction, there exists a large body 

of literature on excitons (3-7, 264) (weak coupling to 

radiation field) in molecular crystals which is generally 

familiar to molecular spectroscopists. It will~ however, 

only be selectively dealt with here since this discussion 

is to focus primarily on polaritons. Some discussion of 

the exciton state viewpoint (5,6,9,264) is necessary, of 

course, for a clearer understanding of the nature of the 

differences between the exciton and polariton.pictures. 

Language 

Unfortunately, over the years a body of language 

pertaining to excitons has evolved which is difficult to 

completel.Y translate into the polariton picture, "Excitons" 

are said to no longer exist (as correct descriptions of 

crystal states) once the radiation field is introduced 

into the problem. But the fact that the exciton concept 
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is so familiar makes it almost impossible not to use it in 

arguing for it's own nonexistence. Since we have said 
"'"'- . 

exciton-photon coupling is not to be treated by perturbation 

theory, it is mathematically incorrect to refer to excitons 

as "zeroth order states", vide infra. More accurately 
.. 

excitons are the "uncoupled states" of the crystal and for 

describing a few situations they prove quite adequate. 

(That in general spectroscopic processes are not included 

among these few processes is what this dissertation attempts 

to demonstrate.) Finally, throughout. this work we use 

"polariton" as a generic term and "exciton-polariton" to 

mean "as distinguished from phonon-polariton", "magnon

polariton", etc. 

Exciton State Viewpoint 

The basic model of an exciton (uncoupled) state 

proposed in the 1930's by Frenkel (10), Peierls (265) and 

Wannier (266) is that of an electron in the conduction band 

bound by coulomb attraction to a hole in the valence band. 

(The model obviously implies insulators). Two limiting 

cases exist: Frenkel, also called tight binding or excitons 

of small radius, which correspond to the case of electron 

and hole remaining together on the same molecule and 

Wan.nier-Mott excitons, for which the electron may pe thought 

of as orbiting the hole at discreet radii which can cover 
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several unit cells (8). In both cases the exciton may be 

described as either an (approximate) stationary state 

delocalized over the entire crystal or as a quasiparticle 

moving in the lattice potential, transferring energy, but 

not charge, between lattice sites. 

A number of authors have discussed the formalism for 

describing Frenkel excitons. The following treatment 

parallels that of Philpott (9), Fischer (6), and Davydov 

(5). The notation is specifically for a naphthalene-like 

system with two translationally inequivalent molecules in 

a unit cell containing a center of inversion. As Fischer 

(6) has pointed out, this sort of treatment is nothing more 

than an extension of writing out the wave functions and 

energies for the dimer problem. 

The Hamiltonian for a crystal composed of crN chemically 

equivalent molecules located at sites a, within N unit 

cells n, is 

'H = l 
na 

'H na v na,mS 

Molecules with the same a index are translationally 

(1) 

equivalent. Since the overlap of wavefunctions on adjacent 

molecules is known to be small, molecular wave functions 

may be constructed using the Heitler-London formalism. The 

crystal ground state wave function is given by 

'l'G = A II <P n, a na 
(2) 
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where~ is a molecular wave.function and A is the antina 
symmetrizer. The additional energy terms describing 

intermolecula~ electron exchange which A introduces are 

neglected. The· ground state energy is given by 

E = NcrEO + 1 l <ljio ljlo IV lllJo ljlo > (3) 
G · 2 na~ma . na ma na,ma na ma 

The superscript zero denotes molecules in the electronic 

ground state. The simplest excited state wave function 

would be 

( 4) 

However, (4) does not carry the translational symmetry of 

the crystal. This can be remedied by a change ·to the 

orthonormal functions 

(~) 

Equation (5) must be further modified to describe two 

translationally inequivalent molecules per unit cell. 

This is accomplished by using coefficients from the 

character table of the interchange group. To construct 

the site symmetry adapted wave functions 

(6) 

For naphthalene there are two molecules in the unit cell 

cr=2, and two sites connected by a 2-fold screw operation, 
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so a = 1,2. The proper interchange group is c2 . Therefore, 

the coefficients C (~) may be taken directly from the a 

character table: 

1 1 

c = (7) ...., 
1 -1 

The excited state energies are given by the operator 

8~ = H - E G 

Letting LaB(k) = <!~(k)l8Hl!!(k)> equation (9) can be 

rewritten as the product of two matrices 

a 
l C (r)[L 0 (k) - Ef(k)o 0 ] = O 

a=l a ' aµ a aµ 

Clearly nontrivial solutions require that 

One obtains 

8£f is the free molecule excitation energy and Df is the 

difference between the ground state Van der Waals energy 

(8) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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and the van der Waals energy when one molecule is excited. 

~ .. { < ,,, o ,,, o I v I ·'· f ,,, o > 
l o/nao/ma na ma o/nao/ma -naFma , 

< ,,,o ,,,o I v . I ·"o . ,,,o > } < 13 ) 
o/nao/ma . na,ma o/nao/ma · . 

. Both ~Ef and Df are the same for all. Davydov components. 

f -The last term Laa(k) is a resonance term describing the 

transfer of energy between sites. For naphthalene when 

·k=O,' or lies parallel or perpendicular to the .Q crystalo

graphic axis, both the diagonal L and off diagonal terms aa 
Laa in (12) are equal. The matrix form of (12) is then 

readily diagonalized to yield 

The two solutions of (14) correspond to the two Davydov 

or factor group states (to first order). The Davydov 

splitting is 2112 (k). This treatment has been extended 

(14) 

to include vibronic wavefunctions and mixed crystal states; 

these aspects are briefly reviewed by Fischer (6). 

Electromagnetic Modes of Media 

At this point a different approach to the description 

of electronic resonance states in crystals which has 

developed simultaneously and (until quite recently independ

ently) from the exciton state picture will be discussed. 
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This is the so-called classical approach which forms the 

basis for all polariton treatments. 

Maxwell's equations with appropriate boundary conditions 

suffice to characterize all observable linear phenomena in 

an optical experiment. This characterization is achieved 

by specifying a quantity called the dielectric function of 

a medium. When an electromagnetic wave of the form 

- .... 1 
E i(k·r-wt) = E

0 
e (15) 

propagates in a medium, it causes a polarization of the 

underlying resonance states. The effect can be expressed 

mathematically by a response function, with the dielectric 

function c, as the kernel: 

ncr,t) = fd3r'ftdt' E(r-r', t-t')E(r,t') (16) 
-oo 

D is the dielectric displacement, a quantity proportional 
~ 

to the dielectric polarization P: 

n = E + 4iP (17) 

1All E and M waves referred to in this dissertation 

will be of the form z = z ei(k·r-wt). There are a number 
0 

of equivalent but slightly different developments of the 

dielectric polarization in standard E&M texts in terms of 
..... 

either D or P. Feynman'~ lectures .(2.6.7 ) .. contain a nice 

explanation .of the his.tor.ical or~gins .of. the two quanti t.ies. 
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Expression (16) is completely general, £=1 in the 

vacuum and is approximately constant and real away from 

absorption resonances and is a complex function of frequency 

and wave vector (or ~ and t) in a resonance region. In. 

addition, in condensed media, E is generally a nondiagonal 

tensor function due to spatial anisotropy. Note also: 

E=n2, where n is the refractive index. 

Equation (16) is termed "nonlocal" in that the 
-. 

dielectric displacement D at some point r in space, depends 

on E in the vicinity of r. Since it is generally more 

convenient to handle solid state problems in reciprocal 

space, equation (16) is Fourier transformed twice, first to 

D(r,w) = · ..... .> I d3r' E(r-r',w)E(r,w). 

Next, by making what is called the local approximation, 

i.e., that n(r) is influenced by Eat r only, one can 

write 

-
E c r-r ' , w ) = E < w } o c r-r ' ) 

Fourier transforming a second time yields 

D(kw) = E(k,w)E(kw) 

or equivalently 

., 
~: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(19') 
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_.. 
The dependence of c on wave teeter k is referred to as 

spatial dispersion, dependence on frequency w, as temporal 

dispersion. Equation (i9) is a linear relationship valid 

for the long wavelength limit where the wavelength of light 

used A, is much larger than a unit cell dimension a and. for 

moderate intensity sources (not high power lasers). The 

first requirement is realized for the exciton (and phonon) · 
0 

states of most crystals, e.g., for naphthalene a is ~8-10 A 

and A ~3000 1l for the lowest energy singlet transition. 

The dielectric function c(w,k) may be related to the 

--physically observable quantities frequency w, wave vector k, 

and the speed of light by the use of Maxwell's equatfons, 

rewritten in a slightly different form 

~-
~ ~ 

V•D = 0 (20) k·D = 'O (21) 

.......... -- ( 23)' V•B = 0 (22) k·B = 0 

(20-23) are completely general. 

-'"' 
~ _,. 

· VxH i an = c IT (24) 
~ ...... -w ..... 
kxH = -D c (25) 

..... 
...... ~ 

. VxE -1 aB = 
c at (26) "kx"E w -= B c (27) 

- -For a nonm~gnetic media B=H, therefore one may write 

_... c ...... ~ .... 
kx[- kxE] = -~ D w c (28) 
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~ 2-\o -'.::I.. ~ ..:a.. w 2-:.. 
k E - k(k•E) = (-) D c 

Substituting equation (19') in equation (31) yields· 

Equation (33) is often written as a quadratic in 

terms or L.he refractive index (recall £=n2). 

In this form it is called the Fresnel equation. si is 

defined bys = k/k. Equation (38) allows- the calculation 

of the complex refractive index if the crystal dielectric 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

runction is known. It is instructive to consider equation 

(33) in matrix form, for i = x,y,z, £ = x,y,z. 
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w)2 2 (w)2e: +k k (w)2 +k k E: (- e: +k 2-k c xx x c xy x y c e:xz x z x 

(~) 2 e: +k k (~)2€: +k2-k2 (~) 2 e: +k k E' = 0 ( 33 I) c . yx y x c yy y c yz y z y 

(~) 2 e: .+k k (w)2 +k (~) 2 e:zz +k2-k2 E c zx z x c e:zy zy z z 

For an isotropic, homogeneous media, equation (33') can be 

diagonalized by choosing and arbitrary orthogonal coordinate 

system for the medium and fixing ~ ·~arallel to the ~ 

direction, !.e.,· consider a plane wave travelling in the~· 
..... 

direction, such that.k = zk. Then equation (33') becomes 

a set of three uncoupled equations 

0 0 E x 

(w)2e: -k2 0 E = 0 c yy y 0 

0 0 
w 2 

E (c) e:zz z 

........ _,. 
Since k•D = 0 by equation (21) D is required to lie in 

the xy plane, which implies 

2 
Cw) E E = 0 
c zz z 

Since in general Ez 1 O, equation (36) requires e:zz = 0. 

(35) 

(36) 
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The Ez mode is frequently termed longitudinal since Ez is 
..... 

parallel to k. 

The equations describing the x and y fields are 

[i w 2 2] (-:)· £· -k E 
c xx x 

= 0 (37) 

[ 
w 2 2] 

(-) £ -k E = 0 c yy y 
(38) 

Equations (36) and (37) are satisfied when £ 1 O, xx . 

EYY 1 O and Ex 1 O, EY ~ O and Ex and EY are perpendicular 

to k, with D and E lying in the xy plane (recall k:D=o). 
The Ex and EY modes are called transverse. Equations (37) 

' 
and (38) may be generalized. For any case where c is non-

zero 

The calculation of the elements Eij(w,k) is a micro

scopic problem that for real crystals is still far from a 

completely satisfactory solution (vide infra). However, 

t.he form of the tensor £ ij (wk) is governed by the crystal 

class. £(w,i) for a monoclinic crystal such as naphtha-

lene, belonging to the space group P2 /a has been derived 
1 

by Koch and coworkers (268) as 

(39) 
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0 

0 0 = c(w)k) (40) 

0 

Equation (39) is valid only when spatial dispersion effects 

are neglected. It is obvious that the tensor (39) cannot 

be diagonalized by any choice of axis system. 

Lorentz Model 

A good introduction to the polaritons can be found in 

the work of Lorentz, who in 1931 derived an expression for 

£(w,k) at an absorption resonance (8). Lorentz considered 

the case of an ordered isotropic array of electric dipoles 

free to oscillate harmonically when pumped by an E&M wave 

of the form given in equation (15). The system is a sort 

. of idealized "hydrogen crystal" in which a particle of 

mass me' charge e, vibrates about an equilibrium position 

at which a positive charge of equal and opposite magnitude 

is fixed. Because of the assumption.of an isotropic 

medium, the dielectric constant obtained will be a scalar 

quantity. The equation of motion for the system is 

\ . 

m Cu + yti + w2u) = eE e e 
(41) 

I• j 
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The solutions of equation (40) are 

u (rt) = eE ~rt) [ 2 2 1.. l 
· e ( w 

0 
-:-w ) + iw y 

~ y here serves as a purely phenomenological damping param

eter necessary to keep the system from diverging (u ~ 00 ) 

as the frequency w approaches the resonance frequency w
0

. 

If the density of the oscillators is taken to be n then 
0 

the media polarization brought about by.E can be written 

as 

...... 
P = n eu 

0 

~ ...... ~ 

Substituting (41) and (42) into D = E + 4TIP yields an 

.expression for the Lorentzian dielectric function 

n = "E + 4Tin eu = l1 + 
. 0 L. 2 j 4Tin e Im ...;>.. 

o e E 
2 2 (w

0 
-w +iwy) 

e:(w,k) 
2 2 (w

0 
-w +iwy) 

(42) 

( 4 3) 

(44) 

(45) 

which describes the interaction of electromagnetic radiation 

with an infinite medium composed of microscopic electric 

dipoles. The model is actually very suggestive of polar 

phonon modes in ionic crystals, where the sublattices of 
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positive and negatively charged ·ions oscillate relative 

to one another. · 

The classical absorption coefficient K, can easily be 

obtained from the Lorentz model by assuming a complex form 

for the refractive index 

n = n' + in"~ E~ = (E' + iE")~ (46) 

' By substituting equation (46) into equation (15) and letting 

r.lie along the z direction, the direction of the plane wave 

propagation (z parallel to k), one obtains 

- · n'z -n"wz 
E = E

0 
exp[iw(-c- - t)] exp[ -c-] 

Because the intensity of the wave is proportional to 

IEl 2, it will be attenuated in spanA by a factor 

where the absorption coefficient K is defined as 

2n "w K = c 

K can be rewritten in a form explicitly depend~nt on the 

Lorentzian dielectric function as 

K(w)n' (w) = -y 
c ( 2 2)2 + 2 2 ' w

0 
-W W y 

(47) 

( 48) . 

(49) 

(50) 
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by making use of identity (44). The form of equation (49) 

gives rise to the familiar Lorentzian absorption profiles. 

Obviously the refractive index and the dielectric constant 

are both frequency dependent. From equations (49) and (50) 

it is clear that n'(w) and n"(w) are not independent. They 

are connected by a type of Hilbert transform called the 

~ramm~rs-Kronig relation (269). 

Besides providing a new macroscopic perspective on 

absorption processes, the chief pedagogical value of the 

Lorentz model is that this very simple formalism generates 

the so-called polariton dispersion curves. When equation 

(45) is substituted into equation (39) and the values of 
_,.. 

w vs. k are plotted for the case y=O (no damping), Figure 

la is obtained. As in the previous section, the modes may 

be classified as either transverse or longitudinal. The 

true polariton modes correspond to the transverse modes 

--( E~O). For the longitudinal mode (E~O), there is no k 

dependence; this corresponds to the mode labelled I I coulomb 

exciton in Figure la. 

Retardation 

At this point it is convenient to discuss the effect 

of retardation. Since the speed of light is not infinite 

some part of the interaction between charges in a media must 

be treated as a retarded one. Retardation implies causality, 

i.e., information cannot travel between points faster than 
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the speed of light in the medium. By the use of Maxwell's 

·equations and equations (33) and (34) retarded interactions 

are built into the polariton (Lorentz) model. If for a 

longitudina1 mode cil Ii), one a11ows c+00 in equation C36), 

the normal modes generated will account for only 

instantaneous Coulomb interactions between charges, which 

in turn depend on relative distances and not velocities. 

These modes are referred to as Coulomb excitons. 

Actually, there are two cases possible for Coulomb 

excitons, which deserve a more detailed consideration. 
~ 

1). D = :o since i = i + 4wf 

-. -1 ..... -1 k -
P = IfiT E = If:rr k E + P is also longitudinal ( 51) . 

these modes satisfy 

(52) 

..... ........ 
2) D ~ 0 V•D = 0 implies D is always transverse and 

1 _.. k 
p = IfiT [D - k E] 

This requires that P contain a transverse component, 
~ ..... 

in the special case E = O,.P is purely transverse, i.e., 

_..l n 
p = IfiT 

(53) 

(54) 
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These pure transverse modes satisfy the equation 

~ 

Agranovich and Ginsberg term the case of D ~ E F 0 

"fictitious" longitudinal waves and the second case, 

E ~ ~ = 0 "polarization waves". Both cases 1) and 2) are 

plotted in Figure lb; 1) corresponds to modes labelled I I 
Coulomb excitons and 2) to 1 Coulomb excitons - 1 here 

implying a transverse P component. 

The differences between Figures la and lb are the 

result of including retardation effects. One of the 

features of the polariton model is that retardation is 

always included in any determination of band energies. 

(55) 

Agranovich has pointed out that £(wk) must depend on 

retarded interactions as·well and that at c~~ E(wk) changeo 

to a new tensor ~(w,k). The difference between these two 

tensors should be especially large for the imaginary 

components of c(wk) near the long-wave length tail of 

exciton absorption bands of large oscillator strengths (219). 
' Retardation does not influence the longitudinal electro-

magnetic modes but has a large influence on the transverse 

modes. Agranovich has also shown that retardation does not 

effect the energies of exciton lines but does effect the 

line shapes (219). 
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Polariton Models 

More recent polariton treatments of later workers such 

as Davydov (222), Philpott (239-243), and Agranovich (219) 

may be seen to evolve naturally from the model of Lorentz. 

The basic form for c(w,k) is retained and following 

Agranovich (219), the dielectric function for exciton states 

in an isotropic medium may b·e written 

£(w,k) = 2 iyw 
(56) 

Where wEX(k) is the frequency of the resonant exciton state, 

WEX ( 0 ) = £ ( 0 ) /1t = w l ( 0 ) • 

£
0 

is a constant background dielectric contribution 

representing all nonresonance states, wp is the plasma 
2 . ·4 ·e2 N 

frequency w = ~ , N is the valence electron concen-o m 

tration, m and e the charge and mass of an electron, and 

f is the oscillator strength of the crystal transition. 

The quantity f w2 is a measure of the strength of the 
p 

coupling between excitons and photons and equivalently is 

also proportional to tne energy splitting of the transverse 

and longitudinal polariton modes 

- f w2 
p 

In classical optics (wl I (0) - wl(O)) is called the stop 

'-,band since for y;,.O it corresponds to the frequency region 

(57) 
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where reflection becomes 1 (hence transmission becomes 

zero). Finally, there is the quantity y included in the 

Lbrentz model as a phenomolog1cal parameter to insure good 

mathematical beha~ior. y in later models is seen as a 

measure of real microscopic attenuation processes. For 

phonon-polaritons y is related to lattice anharmonicity, 

for exciton polaritons to scattering events, such as 

energy trapping by chemical impurities and defects and 

inelastic collisions with phonons. An important aspect of 

polariton treatments is the temperature dependence built 

into y by its dependence on exciton-phonon interactions. 

The temperature dependent nature of y provides for an 

effect not predicted by exciton theory, namely that if the 

other contributions to y from chemical impurities and 

crystal defects can be made suff.iciently small, one may be 

able to observe an increase in absorption with increasing 

.temperature due to the inc.reasing phonon occupation 

number. This behavior appears. to be an exception to Beer's 

law 

I I e-KR. 
·o (58) 

but actually Beer's law proves to be· merely a limiting 

case of the polariton model; 1·.e., y is already so large 

that any temperature dependent effects are negligible. 

Unfortunately, Davydov has introducted some la~guage .which 

.' ~ 
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is at best confusing. He refers to the limit where Beer's 

law holds as weak-coupling with regard to excitons and 

photons 

And the limit where Beer's law does not hold as strong 

exciton-photon coupling 

2 2 
wp f >> e:o Y 

(59) 

(60) 

The coupling between the photon field and the polarization 

states i~, however, fixed by equation {54) and is not 

temperature dependent. Therefore, in this dissertation 

the cases covered by equations ·(59) and (60) will be 

referred to as the case of large and small y, respectively. 

One might. conclude as Agranovich has stated that only ~or 

cases when (wl l(O) - wl(O)) is much larger than the width 

of an exciton line will polariton effects become important. 

This is certainly true if polariton dispersion curve 

effects are being studied. However, the experimental data 

presented in this dissertation indicate that .e.ven for small 

oscillator strengths, the temperature dependent character 

of y can be ohserved. 

It is to be expected that any model proporti~g to 

describe real crystals should be more complicated than an 

infinite is.otropic medium of harmonic oscillators and indeed 
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most present day work on polariton theory consists of 

attempts to incorporate more real crystal parameters into 

theoretical models. The important point· is that while the 

simplest models are not very satisfying in terms of 

approximating most molecular crystal experiments, they do 

provide a. great deal of basic· insight into the physics of 

light absorption. Therefore, th~ modifications and 

additions to the theory to be introduced below should be 

seen as clarification and extension of a basically sound 

foundation. 

VoTume· and· ani·sotr·op"y effects 

An obvious discrepancy between theory and experiment 

is that real crystals are not infinitely large. Actually, 

the approximation is not as bad as it may seem since for a 
. ') ':) 

crystal composed of N ~ lOL~ unit cells for many theoretical 

applications is nearly infinite. It was pointed out by 

Hopfield (217) and later by others (6,270) that only for 

the case of an "infinitely" large crystal with the 

radiation field quantized in the same crystal volume will 

only one radiation state and one polarization state exist 

and hence for y=O the polari ton modes persist for.ever in 

time. Whenever the radiation field is quantized in a 

volume larger than the crystal, a continuum of radiation 

st.ates is. created and the process. of radiation damping 

bec~mes available. 
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To introduce the effect of .surfaces into theory, two 

models have been used fairly extensively. Treating the 

crystal as a semi-infinite half sphere proves useful in most 

reflection and surface calculations since these experiments 

. generally study only one face of rather thick crystals (243). 

For calculations involving transmission, reflection and 

absorption (A= 1-R-T), the infinite thin slab model is more 

suitable. Philpott (243) and other workers have considered 

the approach of considering the slab as composed of layers 

with each layer assigned its own dielectric function £i(wk) 

in order to simulate the anisotropy encountered in going 

from surface to bulk~· This dissertation includes a number 

of computer simulated R, T and A spectra. generated from a . 

simpler model of a homogeneous thin slab (2..f.·, chapter four). 

At present no authors have considered specifically 

the effect of crystal anisotropy on exciton-polariton 

dispersion curves. However, a number of treatments have 

appeared for phonon-polaritons (230,231). Dispersion curves 

for crystals of lower symmetry r.eveal a number of new modes 

occurring in the region wl I (k) - wl(k). The general form 

of the dispersion relations is determined by crystal class 

and should be similar regardless of the type of polarization 

state, therefore, a study of the phonon-polariton curves such 

as given in Light Scatt"eri·ng by Phoho"n-Polaritons by Claus, 

Merten and Brandmuller (231) proves very suggestive for 
. . 

future work in molecular crystals. 
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Spa tTal vs.· temporaT darn:pTng 

When the dielectric function (equations 44 or 55) is 

allowed to be complex (yj.!O), then equation (54) requires 

that either the wave vector or frequency also become complex, 

k = k' + ik" . ( 61) . 

or 

w = w' · + iw" (62) 

The two cases correspond to spatial or temporal damping. 

That this is so can be easily shown by replacing either k 
or w by its. complex f6rm in ~quation (15). It is bec·oming 

clearer that the two cases correspond to different experi-

mental situations and in general should not be used 

interchangeably {vide· .i.nJ·ra). Obviously .for the case y=O 

both approaches will yield the same result. 

When equation (60) is us.ed, one obtains what are 

. generally referred to as the polariton .mo.des. These are 

elementary excitations. With an average lifetime T = l/y, 

which can be n6rmalized to de.lta functions in an infinite 

volume (time fixed). Davydov. calls .. the solutions. obtained 

using equation ( 60) "normal e.le.ctr·omagnet.ic waves" because 

th.ey cannot .be n6rmalized in an infinite. vo.lume and hence 

are not true. elementary. excitations. 

T' . 
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An extremely important point has be.en raised by Merten 

and Borstel (271), amplifying an earlier paper by Alfano et 

al. (272). It is that markedly different types of polariton 

dispersion curves are generated depending on whether one 

-assumes complex frequency or complex k, and further that the 

choice is not arbitrary. For two photon experiments (they 

consider Raman active polar phonon modes) temporal damping 

is correct. Because the incident photons are not resonant 

with a crystal phonon frequency and hence cannot· be spatially 

damped. In order to observe polariton effects, the phonon 

modes considered must be simultaneously infrared and Raman 

active -- !.e., the Raman photons merely prepare the one 

photon state. One photon experiments, such as conventional 

infrared, should be treated in the spatial damping picture 

where quantities such as the absorption coefficient appear 

naturally. 

Shown in Figure 2 are three representative polariton 

di_spersion curves for the case of no damping a), temporal 

damping b), and spatial damping c), in a simple isotropic 

system (after Alfano). There is striking difference between 

(2b) and (2c). For the case of spatial damping another 

polariton effect occurs, the dispersion curves now contain 

so-called turning points for the real (experimentally 

accessible) modes. Secondly, for the spatial damped (one 

photon) case there now exist solutions at the resonance 
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/ 

(a) no damping 
y .= 0 

(b) temporal damping 
curves labeled 1,2,3 
refer to y1 >y 2>y

3 
--- imaginary 

solutions 

~- real solutions 

~.e., curve 1 in (b) 
and (c).is most 
strongly damped 

(c) spatial damping 
curves labeled 1,2,3 
refer to y1 >y 2>y

3 

only real solutions 
shown 

Figure 2. Effect of spatial Vs temporal damping on 

polariton dispersion curves 

.1 
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point ~wphoton = ~wexciton' kphoton = kexciton· As might 

be expected, the lowering of crystal symmetry to cases such 

as uniaxial crystals causes the ~w vs k to become much more 

complex, through the addition of new modes in the region 

between wl I - w1. Merten and Borstel have calculated the 

phonon dispersion curves for the uniaxial crystal ZnF2 

(271). At present no calculations of spatial.vs temporal 

damping exist either for exciton polaritons in 

general or for biaxial systems (such as naphthalene). It 

seems safe to assume, however, that such curves must bear 

a qualitative resemblance to the phonon-polariton modes, 

and hence at least theoretically there exists the possi

bility of obtaining quite different behavior for large k in 

one and. two photon experiments on exciton systems. 

Spatial dispersion 

Spatial dispersion refers to the dependence of 

frequency w for the exciton portion of the dispersion 

curve (i.e., k ~ k resonance) on wave vector k and treat-

ments where spatial dispersion is specifically included are 

generally termed "semiclassical''· Spatial dispersion 

effects result when a dependence on the exciton effective 

mass, m*, is introduced into equation (54). (Note: quasi-

particles are distinguished from real particles in that 

they have only "effective~ masses which depend on the form 
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of the l~ttice potential energy). Generally, the energy 

of an "uncoupled" exciton band is expressed as a cos(k•r) 
) 

dependence which is approximated by a series, the first 

two terms of which are retained. These terms give the 

standard quadratic dependence of energy on k and m* 

For a crystal with a center of symmetry 

letting 

= a 

The dielectric function, equation (54), is now rewritten 

as 

The effective mass may be either positive (a > 0) or 

(63) 

( 64) 

(65) 

negative (a< 0). For the case a.=O, m-+Q) and the dispersion 
'\ 

curves have the form shown in Figure lb. That this 

corresponds to a localized exciton can be seen from a 

simple argument. Spatial dispersion may also exist in the 

exciton of "uncoupled" regime as shown by Figure la. Herci 

the effect only alters the energies of the P~ Coulomb 

exciton modes. 

\ 

i 
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The inclusi6n of spatial dispersion (ak2 ), in this 

manner rectifies an omission made very early in our treat-

ment, which was to adopt the local approximation for 

equation (17). In general, spatial dispersion in molecular 

' crystals is sufficiently small that the effect can be 

neglected (219), as can be shown by a rule of thumb argu

ment that ~/A should be small. 

For a molecular cry~tal the.region of space near r 

which can be considered to contribute to the integral (17) 

is on the order of a lattice constant a, the wave length of 

light A considerably exceeds those dimensions, therefore 

~ 5 x 10-8 ~ 
5 x 10-5 

There appear to be two situations where spatial· dispersion 

effects can become important. The first is in the structure 

of reflectance bands and has been treated by Philpott (239) 

for an anthracene-like system, by Johnson and Rimbey (271) 

for semiconductors; and by Rimbey (19) for very large oscil-

lator strength molecular crystals. The inclusion of the 

extra term in the denominator of equation (65) results in an 

asymmetric rounding off of reflection bands and ·may, 

depending on the sy~tem, introduce unique structure. So 

far, only the reflection spectrum of anthracene has been 

studied extensively (251) and no clear evidence of spatial 

dispersion effects has been shown. The second situation is 
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the creation of the so-called "anomalous" or "new waves" as 

discussed by Davydov (270), Pekar (226) and Agranovich 

(219). Pekar and Strashnikova claim to have unambiguous 

evidence for the existence of ~nomalous waves in CdS 

s·pectra ( 272). When spatial dispersion effects are small, 

the tensor elements Eij(wi) may be replaced by 

For crystals with a center of symmetry (called non

gyrotropic), y = o = 0 and spatial dispersion will be 

cetermined only by quadratic terms and only for non-

gyrotropic crystals will anomalous waves be possible. 

The higher order terms in equations (66) and (67) bring 

about what is called optical anisotropy; that is, when 

higher order terms are included it has been shown that 

ev~n for a cubic crystai Eij(wi) wiil no longer be a 

scalar. Consider t~e relation 

F w 2 
s 0 .( 68) 
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For the case a ~ O, y = O, there are two values for the 

refractive index n1 2 (w), which gives rise to a situation 
' 

where for a given frequency w there will exist two 

polariton waves. The wave with the larger value of the 

refractive index is called the anomalous wave. 

Boundary conditions 

With the introduction of a surface into polariton 

problems Maxwell's equations no longer are sufficient to 

completely characterize the system and additional boundary 

conditions (ABC's) are required. The form of these ABC's 

has been discussed by a number of authors (273). For an 

infinite half space with i normal to the surface· and ~ 

and k defining a plane perpendicular to the surface the 

three most. general ABC.'s are 

_.. 

p(z=O) = O 

~ . dP 
dZ (Z=O) = 0 

..... 

p + AdP (Z=O) = 0 (Z=O) .dZ 

Equation (69) was first proposed by Pekar and continues 

to be favored for the case of Frenkel excitons. Equation 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(70) applies to ·metals, and equation (71) a linear com

bination of (69) and (70) is appropriate for semiconductor 
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systems containing Wannier-Mott states. Most work done in 

comparing the theoretical predictions derived using various 

boundary conditions (and dielectric functions) to experi-

mental data has been for reflectance in systems of large 

(f ~0.1) to very large (f ~3) oscillator strengths where 

s~atial dispersion effects are also expected to be 

important (19). In the case where spatial dispersion is 

not included, the form chosen for the boundary conditions 

is immaterial. 

Seco"nd quant.ization ."formalism 

Both the exciton and polariton pictures are nowadays 

generally expressed in the language of second quantiz.ation. 

The expressions presented here are common to most discus-

sions of the model. A more detailed treatment may be found 

in Davydov's book (270), and in the papers of Agranovich 

(18) and Philpott (9). 

Neglecting exciton-phonon coupling the Hamiltonian for 

the polaritbn system may be written as 

(72) 

where ff6oul is the "uncoupled" exciton Hamiltonian giveri 

in equation (1), Hl describes the transverse component of 

the photon field, and ff int the coupling of excitons with 

the transverse_ photon field. With the important ·stipula

tion that the transverse photon field is enclosed in the 

,., 
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volume of 0the crystal and is subject to the same boundary 

conditions as the excitons 

00 + 
= I l ~w(k)Aqj Aqj ... 

q j=l,2 
(73) 

+ Aqj and Aqj are the Bose creation and annihilation 

operators for photons of energy ~w, quasimomentum q and 

polarization j = 1,2. Excitons may be considered 

"approximate Bosons" subject to the following commutation 
. + 

rules, when Bnf' Bnf are defined as creation and 

annihilation operators for an exciton at site n=(na) of 

fth electronic state. 

Nnf' ie:: the occupation number· for the rth state. F'or 
. 23 

low intensity light sou~ces and a large c~10 molecules) 
\ 

crystal, Nnf is approximately zero, hence equation (74) 

may be written 

(75) 

It is often convenient to rewrite the site exci-

tation operators in a delocalized plane wave form dependent 

on the site (a=2, +a=l,2) 
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_,. .... 
N-~ B+ l -ik•n 

B:f (k) = e nf (76a) 
k 

........ .... N-~ l ik•n 
Bnf = e Baf (k) ( 76b) 

k 

Equation (75) is now 

B:f Ck) now creates and Baf(k) destroys a delocalized 

excitation of the entire crystal for translationally 

equivalent sites. 

To simplify the following discussion we should con-

sider only the case of a crystal containing one molecule 

per unit cell <~a=a). Therefore, the a site index will 

be deleted, in addition the unit cell will be assumed to 

possess a center of symmetry. Equation (12) for a=a may 

now be rewritten in the second quantized form as 

(77) 

H = l (Ef + Df) B+ Bnf + l Mf B+ Bnf (78) coul nf nm mf 
n n+m 

M is nm related to the term L~S (k) given at the beginning 

of this chapte~ by 

L~S (k) = l Mf exp{ik(n-m)} = Lf (k) a= a (79) na,ma 
n 

M = <$0 $f IV l$f $0 > ·- M . ~ f3 (80) na,ma na mf3 na,ma na mf3 - n,m 
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Generally, H 1 •t is diagonalized in two steps. First, po ari on · 

Hcoul is made diagonal and secondly, Hpolariton which ~s then 

diagonal for Hph to and H 1 .is diagonalized. By virtue . o, n cou 

of the choice of a one molecule per unit cell model, Hcoul 

may be diagonalized.simply by substituting equations (76a) 

and (76b) ln equation (78). The result is 

Hcoul = I Ef (,)B;(~)Bf (~) 
k 

where Er= ~Er+ Dr+ Lf(k). 

(81) 

It now remains to state the explicit form for Hint 

and then to diagonalize Hpolariton· Hint may be expressed 

in terms of the vector potential· A(rn) and the operator of 

the total momentum of the electrons in the molecule at 
,,.. 

site n, J, as 

e 2s 2 = ,...I ~ A(r )J + --2 I A Crn) 
n me . n n 2mc n 

(82) 

where e and m are the mass and charge of the electron, 

c is the speed of light and S is defined by the sum rule 

on molecular oscillator strengths as 

s = I Fr (83) 
f 

where F is a molecular oscillator strength. (For atoms 

S = 1) A(rn) is written in terms of the photon creation 
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and annihilation operators as 

(84) 

" where Yi{,j 
,...+ ...... 

= Y-k,j = Akj + A-kj' j = 1,2, and ukj is a. 

unit vector describing the k sense and polarization of the 

photon. 
,... 
Jn may be expressed in terms of the exciton creation 

and annihilation operators by making use of the following 

identities. First, any operator irt the coordinate 

representation may be rewritten in the second quantization 

·form as 

(85) 

secondly 

(86) 

~f+O is the molecular dipole moment for the transition 

f~o, occurring at frequency wf. By substituting equations 

(84), (85) and (86) ·into operator (82), a form for Hint 

which now contains the photon and exciton creation and 

annihilation operators but which is not yet diagonalized, 

is obtained 
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At this point it is convenient to define two new quantities 

2 
Wo - = 4rr 

2 Note that w0 is nearly the plasma frequency w , w = 
p p 

4rre 2 

mv 
-> ~ 

also that (df•Ukj) = O for longitudinal excitons with k 

parallel .~·f-<-··O. Restricting the sums in the polariton 

(89) 

' 

...... 
operator to those values of k lying in the first ~rillouin 

zone - -7T < k < 7T , the quadratic form of H 1 it may . a a po ar on 

be written out explicitly as 

(90) 
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What one now wishes to do is to find a transformation to a 

set of new operators which will diagonalize Hpolariton' and 

describe the new zero order states of the system the 

polaritons. To accomplish this the Tyablikov-operators 

~(µ) are required. The photon and exciton operators may 

be rewritten in terms of ~+(µ)~(µ) and the Tyablikov 

coefficients u and v as 

= \ (~(µ)u~ - + 
l kf µ 
µ 

+ * 
= I c ~ c µ ) ukj f + ~ c µ ) v kJ f 

µ 

(91) 

(92) 

The µ'swill later be seen to index the polariton branches. 

For one crystal transition such as described by the 

classical picture µ = 1,2,3; correspond to the two transverse 

and one longitudinal branch. The coefficients u and v 

are c numbers which must satisfy the following relations 

E * VR.µv~µ,) oµµ' (UR,µUR.µ' = 
R. 

(93) 

2: (UR.µVR.µ' VR.µ'UR.µ) = 0 
R. 

-< 94) 

* - VR.µ'UR.µ) E (uR,µVR.µ' = 0 
R. 

(95) 

where R. = kf, -kf, kj, -kj at fixed k. In addition, after 

the substitution of equations (91) and (92) into equation 
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(90) four independent equations for the u's and v's are 

generated. 

[Eµ(k) - E]ukf + l D(kjf)(ukj + v-kj) = 0 (96) 
j 

[Eµ(k) + E]v_kf l D(kj f )(ukj + v ..:fCJ) 
j 

C1'Llklc - E)ukj - l D(kj f) (ukf - v .... ) 
f -kf 

+ 1Lw~ 
(ukj + v-kj) 0 = 

2 lklc 

C1'Llklc - E)v_kj - l D(kjf)(ukf - v-kr) 
f 

= 0 (97) 

(98) 

(99) 

Comparing equation (96) to equation (97) and equation (98) 

to equation (99) it is found that 

and 

v _,.. "" -kf 

v _,_k. 
- J 

Ef (k) - E 

ErOC) + E ukf 

The quantity E appearing above represents the energy of 

the total system - the polariton energy. Expressing ukf 

(100) 

(101) 
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_.... ........ 
in terms of ukj for all states for which (_df •Ukj) ~ 0 - the 

transverse modes, and substituting this result into equation 

(90) one obtains two linearly ihdependent ~q~ations for ukj" 

When the determinant formed from these two equations is set 
I 

equal to zero, a rather complicated equation for the 

polariton energies, E, is obtained. 

where 

Tab = = l D(akf)D(b~f) 
f 

41tkc 
(103) 

Eq.uation (102) does not determine the energies of elementary 

excitations without dipole moments nor does it provide the 

energies of longitudinal modes. Using the general relation 
~2k2c2 · · . · 

between E(wk) and w, E(wk) = .. 2 , equation (102) may 
E 

be written as a function of the _dielectric constant 

..... 
e(wk) = 1 -

(104) 

The Tab terms may be eliminated by the introduction of an 

arbitrary coordinate system, x 1 y, and by the use of a 
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modified form of the operators introduced in equations (85) 

and ~86) .. If the total crystal dipole moment is defined by 

" D 

(105) 

" where d is the dipole moment operator of the nath molecule, na 

a conjugate operator to.Dis 

" " D:: P = E 
na 

" d na 

" "' "' where P is the crystal momentum. (Both D and P lack a 

phase factor exp(ik•n). The, following relations hold 

and 

"' " 

"' 

" " D p 
y x 

2 
= .... i1i.e S 

m 

-i~P = R D D H x · coul x - x coul 

Also, it is assumed by all authors that *wr : Ef(k) in 

what follows: 

(106) 

(107) 

(108) 

" 
DY= IN ~a{<Old~ylf>[uakf + v~kf]}(Bkf + B~f) (109) 

(110) 
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Combining equations (107), (109) and (110) gives a sum rule 

.relation 

2 l Ef(k){I<old lf>[u -kf + v .... kfJ}{I<O!d 0 If> 
f a . ax a a f3 µy 

. 2 

[uf3kf + vf3kf]} = ~2 ! s oxy 

Introducing 

equation (106) becomes 

2 ~ Ef (k) IP of (k) 1
2 

cosijJY (rk) cosijJx (fie) 

2 e 2 
= ~. m Soxy 

where ijJj is the angle between the vector d
0
f(k) andUkj' 

j .= 1,2,3, the unit polarization vector of the photon. 

Equation (113) may now be rewritten as 

e:(w,k) = 

2 _,,. 2 .... 

1 
1 WP F f+o (k) sin ijJ3 (fk) 

- - I 
w2 - (Ef(k)/h.)2 2 f 

(111) 

(112) 

(113) 

~{[(/ -- 2 .... 
2 ~ r Ff (k) cos ijJl(fk) - cos ijJ2(fk) 

± +o 
2 - (Ef(k)/tt) 2 w 

+ 4 r~ [w_.P_
2

_F_f +-:--,;=-k-~-;:-:-:-~-:-~:-;--::2:-c_o_s ijJ_2_<_r_k_) rJ l ll 4) 
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where Ff+o is the oscillator strength of the quantum 

transition f+o 

F "' 2m E · · (k) I d (k ) I 2 
f+o · 2 f --o-f 

e 

Thus equation (114) has a built in dependence on crystal 

anisotropy due to the microscopic approach used. It 

reduces to the classical case for an isotropic medium, 

where there exist two· degenerate transverse modes 

I g
0

f I l~ and one longitudinal mode I g
0

f 11 k. In 

this case Ef (k) depends only on the absolute value of k 
and one obtains 

-£(wk) 

(115) 

(116) 

For the case of an isolated transition the f sum is dropped 

giving the classical result 

~ 2 F j ~ w2 l+o £(wk) = Eo + 
w2 - (Ef(k)/1i.)2 

(117) 

where 

~ 2 
w F · 2 f +o 

Eo = 1 + l 
w2 - (Er {k)/1l) 2] f>l 

(118) 

It is interesting to note the laborious route to the 

classical result via a microscopic approach as compared to 

the simple manner in which equation (117) is obtained in 

the macroscopic treatment. 
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Exciton-Phonon and Polariton-Phonon Interactions 

Exciton-phonon coupling in crys·tals with tw·o molecules per 

unit· cell 

The treatment presented here is due to Sethuraman (274) 

and is similar to that given by Davydov (270) for the one 

molecule per unit cell case and by Craig and Dissado (275) 

for a two molecule case. Since we are most interested in 

low temperature behavior (~2-20°K) we shall assume that 

translational and librational motions are sufficiently 

decoup.led and consider the translational motions only in 

constructing the lattice modes. Any general translational 

distortion, R , may be expanded in te~ms of the six ma. 

translational modes (three optic, three acoustic) as 

Rm,., = • 1 le... . t/Jq-s "" ./Nril . qs,a. 
q 

~ 

where q is. the phonon wave. v.ector in the first Brillouin 

(119) 

. .~ ~ 

zone m = (m , mb, m ) = R is a vector locating the unit a . . c mo · 

cell lJI... =:· ·(-~) ~ (b.... + b+ .... ) b... is the se.cond quanti-
qs . 2was qs -qs ' qs 

zation operator ~or phonons of wave vector ~ and normal 

mode index s = 1,2 ... 6. w- is the frequency of a normal qs . 
.>-

mode, e..... · is a normal coordinate . .vector corres.ponding to qs,a. 

the sth mode and wave vector q, a. is the site index a.=J.,,2, 

and m is the mass of the molecule. For conciseness of 
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description, only a two-level syst·em (ground state o, 

excited state f) will be considered. The starting point in 

the Heitler-London approximation is the same Hcoul as that 

. given in equation (78) except now the site indices a are 

included 

+ . l 
na,ma 

(120) 

where ~£f is the free molecule excitation energy, Df is 

defined in equation (13) and M~~,ma is defined in equation 

(80). In order .to introduce an Hint-type t~rm, Hcoul will 

be assumed to have a dependence. on lattice motion. Davydov 

has fo"rmulated the. exciton-lattice interaction by a pr.o.cedure 

identical Lu that for an isolated molecule. 'rhe following 

is an appropriate modification of his results for the case 

of two molecules per unit cell. In the linear approximation 

- D(o) . + (~ .• ~ . 
- n~,ma · na na 

+ ~ 0 •V 0 )D 0 (fi)lfi=O mµ mµ na,m..., (121) 

= L(o) + (i . ·~ . 
n~,ma na .. na 

+ R ·""fi )D . (R) IR=O ma ma na,ma (122) 
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where R. is the deviation of the nath molecule fr.om its na 

equilibrium position. Making use of equations (119) ,. (121) 

and (122), equation (120) may be rewritten in terms of the 

k dependent creation and annihilation operators defined in 

equations (76a) and {76b) as 

H = l [~e:/ +.I D ·. 
6
(0)].) B+(k)B (k) 

a . mB oa,m ~ a a 

+ 
~ + ~ ~ 
l L ·. 

8
<o) BN(k)B

8
(k) 

0 oa.,m "" m, a.µ 

+ ·. ~ ..... l_,., 
ka.,qs 

in equation (123) 

and 

where 

x<f ="('2N11 .. )~.I (e .... · -~ + eiq•n e- o·V Q) qs w.... . 0 qsa. oa. qsµ mµ · m qs mµ 

F~~ 
kqs 

~ ~ 

K = k + q 

(123) 

(124) 

(125) 
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The rigid lattice form of equation (123) (obtained when x&s 

and F~~ = O) may be diagonalized by the transformation kqs 

B- = sB~ - cB~ k2 k+ k-

where c - cos(e(k)) ands - sin(0(k)) as follows 

Lik± are the 

+ 2 w- [F+: B+(K)B+(k) 
- ..... qs lCqs + + 
kqs 

+ F-k-: B+(K)B (k) + F±= B+(K)B (k) 
qs - - kqs + -

-+ + .> -+ f--. .,. B ( K) B ( k ) ] 
kqs - + 

roots of the determinant 

f r D1f3(0) +. 2 111(0)-A 2 112(0) LiE +. on on · on na n n 

2 121(0) 
n on 

o2f3(o) +. ~· 122 (0)->.. on L on · 
n 

( 126) 

(127) 

(128) 

=O (129) 

The solutions of equation (129) are the same energies 

obtained in equation (14),· ~.e., they are the solutions of 

Hcoul in the absence of phonons. The F terms in the nonrigid· 

lattice part of H are defined by 

(130) 
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F-- 2fll . + 2f22 . + 12 F~~ ) = s J{""" c 1{ _,,. cs(FKqs + kqs qs qs kqs (131) 

F±: 11 f ~~ ) s 2 F~l . 2Fl2 = cs(fkqs + c kqs kqs kqs kqs ( 132) 

F-";i 11 f~~ ) s 2 F1~ 2F21 = cs (fl{ .... + c iC kqs qs kqs kqs qs (133) 

aa aa aa 
where fKqs = FKqs + Xqs· In a monoclinic crystal such as 

naphthalene for k derivations I I oF 1 to the ~ crystalo-

. graphic axis the choice of 8=45°,f.e., c=s=l/2 will 

diagonalize the rigid lattice Hamiltonian. In equation 

( 8) ++ -- F+- F-+ 12 terms involving F , F , and which describe 

exciton-phonon scattering events cannot be easily 

diagonalized. The nondiagonal form suffices to describe the 

F++ and F-phys ic s associated with the exciton picture; 

F+-c oe ff i c ien ts lead to· i·ntraband scattering, while and 

F-+ lead to interband scattering (i.e., that between 

different Davydov components). These two types of scattering 

processes are depicted in Figure 3a. 

In the one-phonon scattering approximation it is 

possible to derive a simple expression for the temperature-

dependent line width for absorption of broad-band incident 

light. The k dependent line width is 

(134) 
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where Vex-pho"non is. given by the te·rms linear in 

equation (128). For absorption to a final state 

v~x-phonon 
k+q,lC 

<k:) ,n: · > 
- qs 

nqs is the phonon thermal occupation number 

n- = qs 
1· 

iJ>-: in qs 

I <"k) ,n .. > - qs 

(135) 

(136) 

·1 S = Ff , k =·Boltzman's constant, T = temperature in °Kelvin, 

Wqs = the active phonon mode. For the case when the + and -

components are well-separated, i·.e., the density of thermal 

phonons of frequency :::: band gap i-s <<l, rrc can be estimated 

for a situation such as the lower energy Davydov component 

in naphthalene. Assuming that the lower factor group 

component has a positive effective mass,.m* (taken to be 

direction-independent) and that the factor. group splitting 

is >kT for the te.mperatures of interest, the range of values 
~ ~ 

of k+q of the upper factor group component which can be 

reached by absorption of a phonon limits possible scattering 

events to the intraband type. We consider only the acoustic 

modes and since they obey a nearly linear dispersion relation 

away from the zone boundaries the isotropic dependence of 
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-"'· phonon frequency on q may be writteri 

Thus n~ +O as T~O for acoustic modes, as required. With qs 

the above approximations 

(137) 

v~x:phonon = < (k+q) ,n~ -1 I . l 
k+q,k - qs 

-- + 
Fk~"" B~K B~ 1/J.;.. qs · - K- qs 

-. l 
s 

Therefore 

r- ·~ o(e:~ = + k qs k 

· s=l23 

I Ck) ,n~ > - qs 

(n ... )~ 
qs 

F--
kqs 

w~ qs 
)- I -- 1 2 

e:K nq~ Fkqs 

(138) 

(139) 

This result is s~milar to that obtained by Dissado (123, 

12~). In the limit of a continuous distribution of a, we 

may convert .the q sum into an integral 

(140) 

where Q is det~rmined by the condition that a Debye max 

sphere of radiu~ qmax contain the same number of allowed q 

values as the first Brillouin zone. Evaluation of the a s~m 
requires knowl~dge of the exciton-dispersion relations for 

each direction in the. cry.stal (!). To assume an is.otropic 
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dependence is highly unphysical since. the ·exciton dispersion 

relations are known to be very direction dependent. 

Realizing that the end result will be less than satisfactory 

let 

~ 

. for all k directions. Further F~~s will be approx·imated by . 
..... 

a k,ij and s independent. constant,· F. With these drastic 

approximati'ons 

where now wqs = 

£ .... -.K 

2 .. T 
f dq•q -.......,,.--

1t$w-
e q_l 

• !:'(1t.2q2 ... 
\) - n"q) 

2m* 

w~ 
q = """", q 

and 

. 1i.2. 2 
E:k = E:k+q - £- z .. ~ k 

Thus, assuming that only one phonon mode is active, the 

(141) 

(142) 

band broadening should go roughly as 
.. T 

A similar 

type of temperature dependence invo.lving optical 

(librational) modes has been suggested by Dissado (123~124) 

to explain band broadening data for anthracene and 

phenanthrene. The. validity of such an approach will be 

.~onsidered in chapter four. 
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Urbach rule behav·ior 

There is another procedure of extracting exciton-phonon 

coupling data from experimental band profiles which has also 

received much attention and again seems to be founded on 

very shaky experimental evidence. This is the Urbach rule 

behavior explanation for the lowest energy band edge in 

molecular crystals (80,85,06). Originally developed for 

ionic systems, approximate Urbach rule behavior has been 

claimed for a large number of systems. Urbach rule behavior 

. gives a straight line fit for log K vs 1iw where K and 1iw 

ar·e defined by 

. . a.(11..w.0 . - '1iw) 
K = K0 exp[ -----] 

kT 

K is the absorption coefficient (in cm-1 ), ~w0 is the 

resonance frequency (usually taken as the band maxima), 

(143) 

k is Boltzman's constant, T is the temperature (T remains 

constant for each plot of '1iw· Vs log K), lastly a/kT is a 

constant giving the slope of the absorption curve for a 

. given temperature. The small, correction factor a is taken 

to be a measure of the strength of exciton~phonon coupling. 

2kT 1rwph 
a = ao ~wph tanh 2kT (144) 
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Concurrently, an equally large number of theoretical 

explanations of the effect have appeared (83,84). At 

present it still remains an unsolved mystery. It seems 

reasonably certain that for systems of large oscillator 

strength one is not measuring the absorption band edge with 

.transmission data. Since it appears from the calculated 

band profiles of Philpott and those given herei that true 

absorption may be far different than transmission, it is 

difficult to know what value to place on the results that 

have been reported (80-86). 

Po·1·a·r·it·on·-·pho:n·oti :c:ou·pling 

Polariton-phonon coupling has been discussed mostly as 

it affects spe.ct.roscopic processes in semiconductor sy.s.tems 

(247-249). Agranovich arid Konobeev (~36) have extended the 

second quantization treatment presented earlier to include 

the case of weak polariton coupling to acoustic lattice 

vibrations for the case of one molecule per unit cell. In 

the rigid lattice approximation the polariton Hamiltonian 

in terms of .the Tyablikov operators of equat.ions (91) and 

(92) is simply 

.. + .. .. 
~ =.·I E·t~(µ)~-(µ) 
.. po1 k-.;v µ k 

(145) 
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The operator of the lattice is 

M 
n 

2 

• 2 
r 

n 

where r is the x-projection of the displacement vector nx 

(146) 

of the nth molecule, moved from its equilibrium position, 

Mn is the mass of the nth molecule and A is the n,m,x1x2 
force constant. 

An additional Hint term is required to describe the 

interactions of the polaritons and lattice vibrations which 

is 

Hpol~phonon 
1 = N n.,x 

kµ, k I 1-1 1 

U*~ ein(k'-k)["'x(-k') 
kµ Uk'µ I '!' 

(147) 

where 

~x eik(n-iii) 
n,m 

(148) 

~ · is the gradient of the matrix elements Lf (k) 
net, ms 

and Mn,m defined in equations (79) and (80). The .t.otal 

Hamiltonian. for the polariton-phonon sy.s.tem is 
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+ r Axlx2 r r 
n,m n,m nx1 mx 2 
xlx2 

+ . I B(iµ,~'µ';nx) 
kµ, k' µ '. 

nx 

B ( kµ , k ' µ ' , nx ) = 

• 2 
1 l 

M r 
+ n n 

2 n 2 

. ( 149) 

A schematic view of polariton-phonon scattering processes 

is. given in Figure 3b. The majo~ difference between 

Figures 3a and 3b is that as mentioned for exciton-phonon 

interactions when the approximation that only k=o exciton 
.> 

states are created is used then for the point at E=a, k=o ,,, 
there are no allowed dowriwa·rd scattering events. However, 

for the polariton picture even at k=o downward .scattering 

through the creation of a phonon, with an energy transition 

to a more photon-like portion of the dispersion curve is 

always available. This implies that even for temperatures 

sufficiently low that upward scattering is disallowed 

(~0°K) a .. downward mechanism still exists. Hence, in the 
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Intra- and interband 
scattering events 
between two Coulomb 
exciton branches with 
positive (~) and 
negative (b) effective . ,.,. 
mass 

Intra- and interbranch 
polariton scattering 
events for two bands 
with positive (~) and 
negative (Q) effective 
exciton mass 

Figure 3. Exciton-phonon and polariton-phonon scattering 

processes. 
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polariton picture a band such as a(O,O) will always retain 

a finite width, even at 0°K. Obviously, there is no 

experimental test of this proposition ~vailable. Whichever 

mechanism exists, a finite width will alway~ be measured 

at low temperatures for all real crystals due to inherent 

crystal imperfections. However, Dissado (123,124) notes 

that in fitting the temperature dependent bandwidth data 

on phenanthrene and anthracene significant improvement 

was achieved with the inclusion of downward scattering. 

(Note that downward scattering was not expected to 

contribute in the exciton-phonon couplipg picture Dissado 

used.) 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Liquid Helium Cryos,tats and Spectrometers 

All spectra presented in this thesis were recorded 

photoelectrically. The cryostats used were an Andonian metal 

dewar, model MHD-3L-30N, with a 0-7 MH throttling system, and 

a metal Janis dewar, model 10 DT. In both dewars the samples 

are cooled by the boil off of liquid helium. To obtain 

temperatures above 6°K, a 5w heater at the bottom of the 

sample chamber was used to warm the helium gas before it 

passed over the crystal. Temperatures between 1.6° and 

2.2°K, the helium A-point, were obtained by pumping on the 

liquid helium covering the sample with a large capacity 

Stokes pump. 

Temperatures from 1.6° to l00°K were measured with 

Cryo-Cal germanium resistance thermometers (precision ~0.1°K) 

which were attached by paper tape to the outside of the 

sample holder at the level of the crystal. Their accuracy 

was monitored periodically by checking their readings when 

submerged in liquid qelium or nitrogen~ Unwanted infrared 

radiation from the light sources (vide infra) was removed 

prior to sample irradiation by use of a water filter. The 

estimated discrepancy between measured and sample tempera

tures is ~ 1°K. 
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Two spectrometers were used in the course of the experi

ments. Preliminary data were taken on a l~meter Jarrell-Ash 

Czerny-Turner spectrometer with a resolving power of 

ca. 50,000 corresponding to a resolution of 0.07 X in the 

region of interest, 3200 ~- Instrumental broadening of 

sharp bands was suspected. Subsequent spectra run on a 

1.5 meter Jobin-Yvo~ HR 1500 spectrometer with 3600 groove/mm 

holographically ruled grating and resolution of 0.001 ~ 

(resolving power 261,000) proved this to be the case. 

Crystal limited half-widths as narrow as 0.3 cm-l were 

recorded on the J-Y instrument. An EMI. 9558 QB photo-

multiplier tube was used in conjunction with both spectrom-

eters. The output of the photomultiplier tube was fed into 

a picoammeter.(Keithley Instruments model 414S) and 

displayed on a strip chart recorder (Omniscribe model 

5121-5 or Texas Instruments model FSOl W6d). 

Light Sources, Filters and Polarizers 

For transmission measurements a Hanovia 750W Xenon 

lamp powered by an Oriel C-72-50 power supply was employed. 

Emission spectra were run using a 500W PEK mercury 

r excitation lamp in conjunction with an Illumination 

Industries Inc. model 200 power supply and ·a Sorenson 

Voltage Regulator model 1750. Naphthalene fluorescence 

was excited from the back at normal incidence using a 
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2537 ,K interferenc~ filt·er (Oriel G-521-2537) to bloc.k 

unwanted mercury lines in the naphthalene emission region. 

Polarized spectra were obtained using either one or two 

Glan-Thompson polarizers. Optimal polarization was achieved 

by slight adjustments of polarizers after the crystals were 

aligned in the optical path at liquid helium temperature. 

Calibration and Intensity Measurements 

Naphthalene bands were calibrated in wavelength by 

superimposing the lines of a 20 mA Fe-Ne lamp (Jarrell-Ash 

hollow cathode, type 45455)· over the spectrum. The full 

width-half maxima reported were measured by hand using 

disperions derived from the known calibration lines. The 

relative areas under the transmission curves were obtained 

by cutting out the bands and weighing them on a four-place 

analytical balance. An error of no more than 10% is 

introduced by this method, as judged by the scatter in data 

points. Other sources of error, such as base-line drift 

and polarization leakage, should be negligible for 

temperatures below 35°K, but may be a source of error at 

higher temperatures (~50-70°K). 

Sample Handling 

The strain-free mountirig of naphthalene crystals on 

the order of a micron in thickness presented special 
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difficulties. First, the high vapor pressure of naphthalene 

resuits in complete sublimation of thin flakes in a few 

minutes in air at room temperature. Therefore, all mounting 

and alignment procedures were carried out in a cold room at 

~30°F. Second, crystals tend to adhere to a glass or metal 

surface; therefore, Teflon-coated utensils were used for 

transfer and positioning procedures. 

Naphthalene crystals grown by sublimation produce only 

ab faces. Crystals were aligned coniscopically with respect ,....., 

to the a and b crystallographic axes using a Leitz polarizing - -
microscope equipped with a Bertrand lens. The a and b ,., -
directions in very thin high quality crystals are easily 

characterized by complete extenction under the crossed 

polars. Thicknesses were determined using a Leitz Tilting 

Compensator, model M, :tn conjunction with the polarizing 

microscope. The most uniform crystals display only one 

color in polarized light, allowing a determination of 

thickness accurate to ~0.2µ using the tilting compensator. 

However, for nonuniform crystals (wedge-shaped), only an 

average thickness can be assigned. In such cases, the 

smallpess of the pinhole relative to the sublimation flake 

insures that the spectral manifestations of variation in 

thickness are at least minimized. 
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Strain-Free Mounting 

The crystal mounting arrangement is shown in Figure 4. 

The sample holder consisted of a flat lucite plate designed 

to fit the sample probe of our liquid helium cryostat. The 

crystal flake is first positioned between two pieces of 

Kleenex. Scotch tape is then applied in approximately 2mm 

wide strips around the outer edge of the top piece of tissue 

to form a "frame" which sandwiches (lightly) the crystal 

between the two pieces of tissue. In this way the crystal 

is not directly affixed to a solid support. A quartz cover 

disk of the same dimensions as the bottom disk and set in 

a Lucite holder is then placed over the enclosed crystal. 

The outer edges of the two Lucite pieces are joined with 

paper tape to prevent sublimation of the crystal during 

transfer to the cryostat and to prevent mechanical damage 

to the crystal by helium gas flow or boiling once inside 

the cryostat. The sample holder contains a small recess 

which can be filled with crushed solid naphthalene to 

provide an atmosphere rich in naphthalene vapor surrounding 

the crystal. The .design of the sample holder owes much to 

a paper by Prikhot'ko and Soskin (276). 
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~ ~ . 

~ 11 /I(])) '-:_glue or two way tape 
\\\ ~ 

quartz disk ~lucite sample holder 

Figure 4. Strain-free sample holder 

. ' 
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Sample Preparation 

Purification 

Aldrich Chemical naphthalene (98% purity) was subjected 

to fusion with potassium metal for 20-30 minutes to remove 

S-methylnaphthalene and subsequently zone refined 80-150 

passes. The Pyrex apparatus used for the potassium fusion 

allowed transfer of the molten naphthalene into a zone tube 

while keeping the material under an inert atmosphere of 

300-370 mm of dry nitrogen gas. For the mixed crystal 

studies, anthracene (Aldrich Chemicals, 98% purity) was 

also zone refined 80-100 passes. 8-methylnaphthalene 

(MCB Gold Label grade, +99% purity) was used without 

further purification. 

Crystal gro~th 

The thinnest (0.5 to 10µ) most uniform single crystal 

flakes were grown by a simple sublimation method in an air 

atmosphere. About five grams of crushed naphthalene were 

placed in the bottom of a 6 in. evaporating dish. The dish 

is then covered with a cardboard ring (o.d. ~155 mm, i.d. 

~so mm) and a piece of filter paper with pinholes. A 

150 ml beaker nested in a 400 ml beaker is placed over the 

pinholes. The evaporating dish was set in an oil bath kept 

at 74°-75°C and the entire arrangement loosely covered with 

aluminum foil. The apparatus is shown in Figures 5 and 6. 
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The crucial requirement for the growth ~f high quality 

crystals by sublimation appears to be the establishment of 

a temperature gradient of 15-20°C between the nearly molten 

naphthalene in the evaporating dish and the surface of the 

beakers where crystals form. 

A second method satisfying the temperature gradient 

requirement allowed crystal growth under an inert gas 

atmosphere using a vacuum-tight Pyrex container such as 

shown in Figure 7. Crushed naphthalene (1-2 g) is placed 

in the bottom; the container evacuated and then approximately 

an atmosphere of N2 gas introduced. The bottom of the 

container was submerged c~1 cm) in an oil bath with the 

copper rod heated slightly to produce the desired 15-20° 

temperature gradient between the oil bath and the copper 

collection cup. Crystals grown in this apparatus tended 

t.o be thicker (?10µ) than those grown in th~ ~nverted 

beaker arrangement. 

Like several other aromatic systems, the naphthalene 

growth habit from sublimation afforded flakes in which the 

surface area increased far more rapidly than the thickness. 

As a result, it is possible to grow naphthalene crystals 

5 to 10 mm across but only 0.5 to 10µ in thickness.· Very 

pure naphthalene sublimation crystals grow in the shape of 

elongated hexagons with smooth parallel surfaces, while 

small amounts of an impurity such as anthracene (~10~4 m/m) 
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destroy th~ h~xagonal. growth h~bit and result in crystals 

.with jagged edges and irregular surfaces. Apparently very 

pure naphthalene under either an air or nitrogen atmosphere 

is reluctant to form crystals of the hexagonal type. Slight 

misadjustments in temperature yield feather-shaped crystals 

or needles and/or granules. When small amounts of impur-

ities such as anthracene are present large yields of 

inferior quality sublimation flakes are obtained. 

Mixed crystals 

When anthracene .or B-methylnaphthalene were used as 

dopants, known amounts were first mixed with molten 

naphthalene under a nitrogen atmosphere to form solid 

solutions. The solid solutions were then opened to the 

air, transferred to evap·orating dishes where doped crystal 

growth proceeded by the first method.outlined. 

The actual concentration of anthracene in the subli-
. . 

mation flakes was determined by dissolving a known weight 

of crystals in benzene and running the Cary 14 visible 

absorption spectrum. Using an experimentally derived 
0 

E value (7670) for the 3800 A anthracene. absorption, one. 

can measure ~ nanomole quantities when several crystal 

flakes are employed. Unfortunately, this method only 

provides average concentrations and not the impurity level 

of the individual flake used in a given experiment. 
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No satisfactory method was found to measure low 

-4 ($ 10 m/m) B-methylnaphthalene concentrations, although 

higher concentrations (~ .02%) can be determined by gas 

chromatography-mass spectroscopy~ 

A possible alternative method which may prove useful 

for quantitation of B-methylnaphthalene concentration is 

based on detection of its fluorescence. At liquid helium 

temperatures B-methylnaphthalene is simple to detect 

qualitatively, its emission lines are extremely sharp 

(~0.5 cm-1 ) and readily identified. The difficulty with 

using this method to assign concentrations is that the 

fluorescence intensity for B-methylnaphthalene emission 

may not vary linearly with its concentration. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Computer Spectra 

It sho~ld be stated explicitly that all experimental 

spectra shown in this dissertation are transmission data, not 

absorption. Recall that A = 1-R-T. Ideally, one would like 

----to record the reflection, transmission and photoexcitation 

spectrum simultaneously for a given crystal over a large 

temperature range (e.g., 2°-77°K). We note that Ferguson 

(228,229) has succeeded in measuring the photoexcitation (A) 

and transmission spectra for anthracene using a somewhat 

different experimental set-up. He obtains the reflection 

spectrum indirectly. Due to· light intensity difficulties in 

the 300 rim region we were forced to employ computer generated 

power spectra (Figures 8-15) to estimate the magnitude of the 

reflection correction for the a (0,0) 31475 cm-l band of ,_, 

naphthalene. Calculations were also done for the ~ (O,O) 

origin, 31625 cm-l (Figures 16-19). 

Although input parameters for naphthalene were used 

the spectra generated must be regarded as only approximations 

to real crystal data since the model assumes an isotropic 

slab without spatial dispersion, i.e., the model is nearly 

identical to that of Lorentz. 1 Philpott has performed very 

1The program used for these calculations was borrowed 
from Dr. K. L. Kliewer o·f the I.S.U. Physics Department. 



Figure 8. Computer generated reflection, transmission and absorption for 

a 0.3 µ crystal 

Explanation of Figures 8-19 

A is the oscillator strength of the transition 

y is a damping parameter. (Increasing values.of y for a fixed 
crystal ~hickness are meant to si~ulate an experimental 
increase in temperature) 

....... -"" 

8 is the angle of incident ~ight,- ~.~., the angle of kine with z 

n is the resonance frequency· of the exciton absorption. Here 
11.n corresponds to th.e naphthalene g.(O~O) re_sonance, 31475 cm-1 

~ 

P is polarization ~ E in xz plane, EY = Hx = H z = 0 

In Figures 8-15 the oscillator strength used, ~10- 6 , 
i~ appropriate for the ~(O~O) barid of naphthalene 

In Figures 16-19 a larger value of the oscillator strength, ~10- 4 , 
reasonable for the ~(0,0) band was used 
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Figure 11. Computer generated reflection, transmission 

and absorption for a 3.2 µ crystal 
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.Figure 12. Computer generated reflection, transmission 

and absorption for a 5 µ crystal 
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Figure 13. Computer generated reflection, transmission 

and absorption for a 6.3 µ crystal 
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Figure 14. Computer. generated reflection, transmission 

and absorption for a io µ crystal 
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Figure 15. Computer ge~erated reflection, transmission 

and absorption for a 12.7 µ crystal 
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similar calculations for the lowest energy band of anthra-

cene (239) and has extended the scope of his calculations 

in subsequent papers to include spatial dispersion effects 

(242,243) and surface excitons (242). In general, calcu-

lated reflection bands are far more sensitive to_.spatial 

dispersion, choice of boundary conditions surface state 

effects, and angle of incidence than are simulated 

transmission bands. For the computer plots shown, R, T 

and A are defined with respect to a fixed coordinate system 
~ 

shown in Figure 20 for P polarization, E lies in the xz 

z 
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Figure 20. Idealized dielectric slab of thickness 2a 

plane, ~Y = Hx = Hz = 0. The fraction of light absorbed 

being given by A = 1-R-T. Kliewer and Fuchs (234,235) 
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and Fuchs and coworkers (233) have expressed R and T in 

terms of P1 and P2, complex numbers containing the ratios of 

Ex and Ez, and sufficient to completely specify all fields 

present. P1 and P2 permit an arbitrary choice of amplitude 

and phase for waves leaving the slab. When P1 and P2 are 

expressed as 

(W2£ - kx2)~ 
tan[1(:~• - kx2J\] c2 . 

1 - 2 

(:2 - kx2)~ 
pl = (150) 

(w2e: - k 2)~ 
tan [1 (:~• - kx2] ~a] 1 + 

c2 . x 

(w2 - k 2)~ 2 . x c 

( 2 ) ~ 
1 -

:2e: - kx2 

cot [1 [:~• - kx 2 J ~a] 2 ~ 

(:2 - kx2) 
p2 = (151) 

[:~• - kx2t [ 2 ~ J 1 + cot 1(:2e: - kx2) a 

[:~ - kx2J" 
for the coordinate system of Figure 20 

(152) 

(153) 

.. 
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and 

P1 and P2 are related to Ex and Ez by the quantities g1 and 

where 

g
1 

= E ·(l)(a)/EE (l)(a) (even parity modes). (155) 
x z 

= E (l)(a)/EE <2 >ca) 
x z 

[(w2 /c2 k: kx2)i, - gl] 

[(w2 /c2 k: kx2 )li + gl] 

(odd parity modes) (156) 

-2ia(w 2/c 2 - k 2)~ 
e x (157) 

Exactly the same relation as (157) exists for g2 and P2 . 

The modes are taken to be of even (g1 ,P1 ) or odd (g2,P2 ) 

parity with respect to an origin at the center of the slab. 

Equations (152) and (153) imply- that Rand T involve inter

ference between modes of opposite parity, while A, because 

P1 and P2 are squared before adding does not involve inter

ference. Real virtual modes as noted by several authors 

(233-235,228) are generated by equation (154) only. 

The calculated spectra show that the reflection 

correction for A(O,D) is not large. In general R ~ 0.1 and 

does not change greatly with frequency for all but the 
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. ;_5 
Since a y of 10 corresponds to 

band widths in transmission of 0.31 cm-l we conclude that 

10-6 is the smallest value that is experimentally realistic. 

-6 For y ~ 5 x 10 R remains small and reasonably smooth 

around the resonance region 52. 

Interference modes 

The computer plots reproduce an interesting feature 

found in some of the experimental transmission spectra, that 

is the interference maxima and minima continuing in some 

cases to several hundred i lower energy of the a and b 
,_ -

origins (Figure 21). Because we are monitoring transmission 

(rather than absorption) these bands do not correspond to 

true virtual modes, as noted above. 

Virtual modes occur in absorption as the sum of 

reflection and transmission curves. The interference effect 

in transmission is indicative of extremely flat parallel 

crystal faces and can be .expressed by the formulae 

nR. = mA./2 m=0,1,2 transmission maxima (158) 

and 

nR. = (m+l)A./4 m=0,1,2 reflection maxima 

where t is the slab thickness, A. the photon wavelength and 

n the refractive index, Unfortunately, n = n(w) is a 

rapidly changing function of frequency near an absorption 
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maximum. Thus, to use Equations (158) and (159) to calculate 

crystal thickness, one must resort to an iterative computer 

procedure used with very accurate experimental data. 

Experimental curves showing the interference modes are 

. given in Figure 22 for A and.£ polarizations and in Figure 

23 for an enlarged segment of ,B ( O; O). fgr two crystals of 

different thickness. The arrows mark the interference 

modes which are obviously thickness dependent. 

The sharpest a(O,O) band we have recorded in pure, 
t'W 

-1 
strain-free crystals is 0.3 cm at ~2°K, routinely line 

. -1 
widths are ~ 1 cm . These are probably crystal limited 

widths but come close to the instrumental limit of 0.1 cm-1 . 

Even for the 2.3 µ thick crystal shown (Figure 24), b(O,O) -
has "bottomed out", i.e., transmission= 0. However, to 

refer to the _9(0,0) band as totally "absorbing" would be 

misleading. In fact the true absorption for b(O,O) in this ,., 

case may be rather different from the transmission spectrum. 

The remainder of the spectrum shown in Figure 24 consists 

of vibronic bands building on the common origin (taken as 

31550 cm-1 ) - the midpoint between j(O,O) and ~(0,0). 

There is even in the best a polarized spectra a small broad - . 
band at the energy of the b(O,O) component. While it has 

~ 

been claimed that this band represents a new a polarized ,,.,, 

band, possibly a phonon building on a(O,O) (276), it seems ,,.,, 

more likely that it is a measure of crystal imperfection. 

.. 
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Figure 22. Polarized transmission 0.94 µ strain-free naphthalene crystal 
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Figure 23. Thickness dependent interference modes in the 

b(O,O) region ,.., . 
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Pure Crystal Spectra 

In this section frequent reference is made to "perfect" 

crystals. The term is defined as follows: we estimate the 

major chemical trap and impurity remaining in naphthalene 

after purification to be S-methylnaphthalene at a concen-

-6 . 
tration of~ 10 mole/mole ('Vl ppm). "Pure" will refer to 

this limiting impurity concentration. "Perfect" refers to 

well-polarized, hexagonal sublimation flakes grown from 

the purest naphthalene and strain-free mounted. Figure 24 

shows a representative, nearly perfectly polarized spectrum 

of most of the first excited state (the s2 state occurs at 

"'35,700 cm-1 ) of a pure, strain-free naphthalene crystal 

at 2°K. The two bands labeled ~(O,O) and~(O,O) are the 

Davydov (factor group) components of the origin. The marked 

difference in width between the very sharp a(O,O) and the ..., 

broad (0,0) is obvious. A difference in width is predicted 

by the classical theory based only on oscillator strengths, 

but for both bands these widths are far narrower than those 

experimentally observed. The major fundamentals have been 

assigned previously by comparison with gas phase spectra 

by McClure and Schnepp (277), Craig and coworkers (278), 

and Broude (279). In addition to the origin, there exist 

two other sets of Davydov components at 694 cm-l and 871 cm-l 

which correspond to the splitting of the totally symmetric 

gas phase vibrations 701 cm-land 911 cm-1 . The 408 cm-l 
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band, Figure 25 (vapor 438 cm-1 ) is frequently referred to as 

the "M" band by Russian workers (276). A good deal of work 

has been done on this region since it appears to be the only 

area in the naphthalene spectrum where a phonon side band 

builds on a sharp (in this case asymmetric) fundamental. 

It has been argued that the 9road, phonon-like region (420-

560 cm-1 ) is a replica (probably weighted) of the naphthalene 

phonon density of states (112). Other explanations of the 

"M" band region in terms of one and two particle vibronic 

states have also appeared (111,112,115). The sharp 408 cm-l 

band is assigned as a one particle state, i.e., electronic 

and vibration excitation on the same site, while the broad 

side band is interpreted as belonging to two particle 

states where the electronic and vibrational excitation are 

free to migrate independently of one anothe~ and actually 

are found on different molecules. It appears fairly certain 

that the M region corresponds to a localized exciton rather 

than a true unit cell state by virtue of its poor polari

zation. A very interesting new feature is revealed in the 

"M" band region at higher resolution and for perfect 

crystals (Figure 25), that is the existence of several new 

sets of bands, as well-polarized as the Davydov components 

referred to above but not correlating with any free molecule 

bands. 
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Temperature dependence 

As discussed in section 1, when impurity concentration 

and defect concentration are· sufficiently low, one may expect 

to observe a temperature dependence of absorption intensity 

for exciton bands. Figures 26-29 show data obtained for the 

a(O,O) 31475 cm-l band of naphthalene for crystals of 

thickness >10 µ, ~3 µ, ~1 µ,and 0.5 µ. These bands· 

should closely reflect true absorption behavior, i.~., R is 

very small. Qualitatively, one· can see that the band area 

increase with temperature is most pronounced in the thickest 

crystal, and that there is no apparent increase for the 0.5 

.micron crystal. The ~(O,O) behavior in thi~· thinnest 

crystal is obviously different - rather than increasing in 

area with temperature, ~(0,0) broadens very quickly, such 

that by 10°K the band is barely observable. At present 

only a tentative explanation in terms of increased surface 

damping (relative to bulk) can be given. Encouragingly, 

this behavior is predicted by the computer calculations for 

very thin crystals. 

During runs crystals were sometimes recycled, that is 

allowed to warm and then recool~d. In all of these cases 

the band broadening data remained consistent, and within 

experimental error the same widths were measured for 

recycled bands. The base line slant observed for most .@.,(O,O) 

bands is caused by a decrease in lamp intensity and at higher 
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Figure 29. Spectral profile of the naphthalene a(O~O) band ,..., 

as a function of temperature 
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temperatures, ~35°K, overlap of the broadening ,2,(0,0) band. 

Error introduced by the overlap of the (0,0) Davydov 

components is minimized for naphthalene since A(O,O) and 

( -1) b(O,O) are fairly widely separated 150 cm unlike many 
rJ 

similar systems. A slight deterioration in polarization 

is observed with exposure to He gas. A probable interpre-

tation of this effect is that He gas diffuses into the 

crystals causing a deterioration of crystal perfection. 

The change in area under the ~(0,0) band with increasing 

temperature for a number of pure, strain-free crystals is 

shown in Figures 30-33. For all of these crystals the 

behavior is qualitatively the same. Earlier data show an 

~xlO increase in area, while for crystals grown and studied 

later in the work the increase is as large as ~x25. At. 

present we can only attribute this increase to improvement 

in technique in crystal growth and/or mounting procedures 

as the experiments progressed. 

In addition to band areas, full widths-half maxima 

(FWHM) as a function of temperature provide useful infor

mation for exciton-phonon coupling (123,124) and polariton 

scattering models. Plots of FWHM's vs temperature for 

pure, strain-free crystals are shown in Figures 34-36. All 

curves show the same basic shape; at lower temperatures an 

approximately quadratic temperature dependence and at higher 

temperatures a linear dependence. (Other workers report 
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data for 300°K (123,124) which show the linear behavior 

continuing although it is certain that experimental 

uncertainty for high temperature measurements must be very 

large.) Initial results seemed to reveal a dependence of 

the broadening rate on crystal thickness, !.e., thinner 

crystals broadened faster. Later work, however, shows this 

relationship does not hold in general (Figure 35). 

Broadening appears to be most erratic with respect to 

crystal thickness in the most perfect crystals, i.e., those 

showing the largest band area increases with increasing 

temperature. An explanation may be that as purity increases 

the data will become very sensitive to small differences in 

strain and impurity concentration unique to each crystal. 

Further, it should be noted that for the band broadening 

data given here for naphthalene, the data points shown for 

all the crystals measured fall within the error limits 

shown by other workers for similar measurements on 

anthracene and phenanthrene. 

For a few pure, strain-free crystals the broadening 

-1 of the sharp ~ polarized band at 370 cm was monitored 

along with a(O,O) for increasing temperature. ..., . The 370 -1 cm 

band shows only a small linear increase as compared to the 

quadratic increase seen for ~(0,0) (Fig~re 37). 

Another important parameter in exciton-phonon coupling 

models is the shift in energy of the band center with 
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temperature (66). From 2°-77°K> for data at the limit 
. . -1 

(~O.l cm ) experimental uncertainty of the Jobin-Yvon 

spectrometer, there is no shift of the ~(0,0) band maxima 

(Figure 38). 

Band shapes 

Returning to Figures 26-29, another obvious feature of 

the bands is their asymmetry. T~ere are several mathematical 

expressions which yield asymmetric band shapes, e.g., asym-

metric Lorentzians, or the sum of two Voigt functions. It 

is, however, almost certainly not correct to use functions 

like these to fit single crystal transmission (or absorption) 

data with the hope of gaining meaningful physical infor~ 

ITiation. The computer plots are most instructi.ve here since 

asymmetric band shapes occur naturally in the classical 

theory for transmission through a thin slab. Even the small 

bumps on the low energy side of some of the experimental 

bands are qualitatively reproduced by the computer plots .. 

Especially dangerous is the procedure of fitting transmission 

band& for large oscillator strength transitions (f ~ 0.1) by 

model band shapes and subsequently inferring absorption 

profiles, since the computer generated spectra a~ 

well as Ferguson's experiment data indicate the true 

absorption profile may be very different. For the naphthalene 
. -6 

a(O,O) band (f ~10 ) the absorption should be very similar - . 
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. 4 
to transmission but the b(O,O) computer plots (f ~10- ) for ,.... 

small y show a good deal of structure in the (1-R-T) band, 

and bear no relation to Gaussian or Lorentzian band shapes. 

Strained, pure crystals 

An obvious check on the interpretation of the data in 

Figures 38 and 39 would be to measure the temperature 

dependence of the area of the a(O,O) band for a strained -
but chemically pure crystal. Figure 39 shows there is no 

increase in intensity with temperature for a crystal 

affixed by two opposite edges to a solid support. Figure 

39 also shows the effect of affixing only one edge of a 

crystal; a factor of two increase in band area is seen. A 

striking change is seeh in the curves for FWHM vs 

tempe~ature for the strained crystal, Figure 40a and b, as 

compared to unstrained, Figures 34-36. At ~4°K the band is 

already 3~4 times as broad as for the strain-free case, and 

proceeds to broaden with temperature approximately as T~. 

Interestingly, Toyozawa has proposed, for ionic systems, 

that a line~r T~ dependence should be indicative of strong 

exciton-phonon coupling and large effective mass, i.e., of 

a localized exciton. This mechanism and strain broadening 

are most likely unrelated. 
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Doped Crystals 

Some preliminary temperature dependent studies were 

performed on crystals doped with either S-methylnaphthalene 

(SMN) or anthracene. 

S-methylnaphthalene 

S-methylnaphthalene (SMN) was chosen as a dopant because 

it is known to incorporate in naphthalene in high mole per-

cents and, secondly, it is a well-characterized shallow trap, 

lying about 300 cm-l below the naphthalene ~(0,0) in energy. 

The temperature dependence of a crystal heavily doped with 

SMN (~ 0.1%) is shown in Figure 41. As in the 

highly strained case, there is no increase in area under 

the a(O,O) band. However, the FWHM data show a temperature 

dependence similar to that of the pure, strain-free 

crystals, although the band is significantly broader at 4°K~ 

Figures 42 and 43 show the temperature dependent behavior 
. . -4 

for a crystal of concentration ~10 mole/mole SMN. There 

is an approximate factor of five increase in relative band 

intensity as compared to ~10-25 for pure crystals of the 

same order of thickness. Again, the FWHM behavior is close 

to that of the pure crystals except that the band is 

initially broader. 
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Anthrace·ne 

Anthracene forms a deep trap system in naphthalene lying 

about 4,000 cm-l below ~(O,O). Unfortunately, in mixed crys

-4 tals grown from solid solutions, 10 mole/mole anthracene 

appears to be the maximum concentration obtaina~le in sub-

limation flakes regardless of the concentration of anthracene 

in the solid solution. Interestingly, a number of crystals 
. -1.J 

from different batches, but all of ~10 m/m anthracene 

concentration yielded data points that fell on one smooth 

curve, showing an approximate x2 increase in relative band 

intensity vs temperature (Figure 44). For these six crystals 

then, chemical impurity concentrations appear to be the 

determining variable as opposed to, say, slightly different 

growth conditions between batch or variations in internal 

strain with mounting. Data for one crystal from the doped 

batches of the so-called "perfect" growth habit (hexagonal) 

is also shown. This crystal is most probably actually lower 

in anthracene concentration, since as mentioned in the 

Experimental section, concentrations determined were averages. 

FWHM data for the seven crystals are shown in Figure 45. 

While the preliminary anthracene data suggests an analytical 

technique for low level concentration determination, the 

method as described in this dissertation seems rather cumber-

some for routine use, although possibly polariton effects 

might be used to monitor the quality of special high purity 

::;luglt::!. c1•ystal~. 
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Comparison of strained and doped crystal data for an 

admittedly rather small number of samples leads.to the 

tentative conclusion that strain has a much larger effect on 

the system than impurity doping, especially if one compares 

the FWHM behavior. For the severely strained crystals the 

system appears to have been altered rather fundamentally. 

Broude and others have studied the effect of strain on 

molecular crystal absorption bands (281). Broude found for 

naphthalene that for a crystal grown in a thin quartz cell 

the ~(0,0) and £(0,0) Davydov components were separated by 
-1 only 90 cm . 

Depolarizat·ion spectra 

Filinski has pointed out in several papers {280,281, 

282) that polariton effects reported by other workers on 

semiconductor systems may be due, in part, to depolarization 

effects. Briefly, Filinski postulates that even in a 

perfect crystal some photons will lose their polarization 
..... 

and k sense in otherwise elastic collisions. Thus, even if 

no inelastic collisions take place, by detectiI1g polarized 

light in a small solid angle one may monitor what appears to 

be a drop in transmission intensity as the temperature 

increases. (All scattering processes are assumed to increase 

with temperature). Unfortunately, the dimensions of our 

cryostat make small solid angle of collection inevitable. 
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Since in our best polarized crystals a(O,O) is completely 
. ,., . 

absent at ~4°K, we assume the depolarization effect is small 

at low temperatures. In order to obtain some feeling for 

the magnitude of the effect over the temperature range 

corresponding to our polariton data, several crystals were 

~un using two polarizers, one before and one after the 

sample. Bands were run with the polarizers aligned 

parallel for maximum polarization and then the rear polar 

(between sample and light source) was rotated 90° to 
\ 

minimum transmission intensity. Results varied between 

crystals but in all cases some depolarized light did come 

through·at. .the _e·(O.,O) and .£(0,0.) re.sonanc.es. An interesting 

observation is that the depolarization spectra look very 

much like reflectance spectra, Figures 46 and 47. At present 

we have no rationale for this. It appea~s that using the 

depolarization effect one can more accurately locate the ener-

gies of broad bands such as b(O,O), since a sort of second -
derivative curve is produced. Data for two of the depolari-

zation studies are shown in Figures 46 and 47. For a 6.6 µ 

crystal (which displayed poor polarization) depolarized light .. 
leaked through in the same sense as in the polarized spec-

trum,· i-.e., there is a decrease in transmission intensity at 

the a(O~O) resonance. As would be expected, the two sets of - .. 
data ~o~ the 6~6 µ crystal ordinary tratismission and 

depolarization show nearly identical increases of relative 
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band intensity with t~mperature.· A decrease in depolarized 

transmission intensity should be a measure of crystal imper

fection since apparently real absorption is taking place. 

On the other hand, if the depolarized intensity increased, 

this ·would be a measure of elastic scattering events which 

destroy polarization sense (but do not change k sense very 

much, at least in our experimental set-up). For the 0.44 µ 

crystal showing better polariz~tion the data are ambiguous 

since it becomes difficult to determine the actual area 

under the band profiles. It appears that the amount of 

depolarization decreases. 

Emission Experiments 

S.everal (fV2-15°K) emission exper·iments were done to 

monitor Lhe pre.sence of 13MN in .both puT'e and doped subli

mation flakes. The t.echnique appears promising for thinner 

crystals ( "-0 .5-2. 0 µ). In all cases SMN ·emission was 
. -4 detected. For cry.stals .doped with 10 m/m the SMN lines 

were by far dominant in intensity. For the purest naphtha

lene, SMN lines were about half as intense as the naphthalene 

emission lines. In all cases the SMN lines are approximately 

a factor of ten sharper than those of naphthaiene ("10.5 cm-l 

-1 vs 5 cm ). This agrees with the trend noted by Colson et al. 

(30) and by Wolf and Von Propste (283). However, the SMN 

widths reported here are the narrowest to date. These 
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emission experiments confirm the findings (80,283) that even 

with repeated purification procedures a small amount of BMN 

remains in sublimation flakes. We estimate this residual 

amount to be ~lo- 6 m/m. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, several authors have 

attempted to extract exciton-phonon coupling strengths and 

active phonon frequencies from Urbach rule treatments of 

the low energy band edge in absorption (80~86). However, 

for the naphthalene band profiles recorded here no linear 

relationship between log K and frequency appears to exist. 

The handling of raw data itself presents some problems in 

that the lamp base line (roughly linear) and the .overlapping 

b(O.,O) band at higher temperatures must be subtracted out. ,.., 

Even at the lowest .temperatures, where the lamp base line 

. -1 
and ~(O~O) are not contributing ·(f.~., for band ~l cm in 

FWHM) no linear relat.ionship exists. It appears that· most 

of the reported work has been done at higher temperatures 

(~0-298°K) and with crystals which were affixed to a solid 

support and therefore should be considered as data for the 

large y regime. Strain has been shown in our exper~ments 

to bring about drastic changes in the pure crystal absorp

tion (transmission) spectra. Strain can be characterized 

by a large y, implying strong damping of the polariton wave. 

Previous explanations have used a parameter a to fit 
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t·emperat·ure dependent data; cr beTng a· measure of. the slope 

of low energy edge as a function of temperature. It is 

obvious that y (or actually l/y) is equivalent to cr. But 

y has the advantage of being phys.ically meaningful in the 

polariton trea·tment. Further these results imply that it 

may be unnecessary. to postulate any explicit phonon 

mechanisms to explain the Urbach rule. Especially for the 

previously published experimental data, the extraction of 

a phonon ·frequency fr.om the cr values seems questionable 

when one considers the large.st ·scat.tering mechanism is 

induced strain. Further, there is no reason to believe 

the .low energy edges of transmission curves. for .molecules 

of large oscillator strengths ·cf~O.l~O~bOl) reveal very 

dire.ctly. the shape. of the true absor.pt.ion since reflection 

in these cases is.a very large correction • 

.Se.condly, we have considered the pro.cedure .. of 

Dissado (1~3,124) for obtaining the phonon modes active 

in exciton-phonon .scattering from experime.ntal band 

broadeni~g data. As di.scussed in Chap.ter 2, it is possible 

to derive a .temperature dependent line width depending 

essentially on the phonon occupation n·umber nqs of one 

(or· more) active phonon modes. Dissado has used a 

formalism s~milar to this to fit exper~mental data for 

anthracene and phenanthrene (123,124). Figure 48 shows 

the. temperature dependence for three active phonons 
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. -1 
(2, 5, 10 ~m ) and a representative ~xperimental curve for 

naphthalene. It is obvious from the figure that· ·no· ·choice 

of ohe (or the stim of several) phonon modes will provide a 

good fit to the experimental data. It appears that for the 

anthracene and phenanthrene data the fit looks much better 

because there are fewer than ten data points from 0° to 

~b0°K with arrow bars approx~mately the s~ze of a postage 

stamp on the scale o.f Figure 48. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The exper1mental work presented here demonstrates that 

in systems for which the oscillator strengths may be 

considered weak, it is still possible to observe polariton 

effects due to the temperature dependent nature of the 

dampi~g, y(T). The temperature increase in absorption 

intensity in the a(O,O) band with increasing temperature is ......... ' 

certainly the main and most significant result reported in 

this dissertation. It appears as another feature of the 

polariton treatment that ·a·11 transmission bands will show 

some degree of asymmetry. The asymmetry is seen most 

clearly in th~ a origin but is also noted for th~ b origin 

(in very. thin cry.stals) by Prikhot 'ko and Soskin (276). 

Furthermore, it seems obvi.ous that at pre.sent no 

adequate. theoretical treatment exists .to describe exciton-

phonon or polariton-phonon 1nteractions well enough to 

account for the band-broadening behavio~ observed when the 

low .temperature region is carefully studied. What is needed 

as· much as a rethinking of the theory is more .good (,!:. e., 
strain~free, high purity) crystal data at low temperatures. 

Th~ marked effects demonstrated for strain and doping 

should provide a wa~ning with respect to the .reliability of 

.even fairly recent experimental results for such quantities 

as band widths, broadenings, or even Davydov splittings. 



Lastly, the· computer spectra generated, altho~gh 

admittedly only approx1mations to the more complicated 

naphthalene sys.tern, have proved extremely helpful in 

visualizing the exper1mental ~ff.ect of increasing y.(T) 

for bands .of ·small (f~io;,_ 6 ) and larg~r (f~lO~ 3) oscillator 

strengths for crystals of varying thicknesses. It cannot 

be stressed .too strongly that .. the true shape. of the absorp-

tion curves is given by A = 1-T-R. The.se curves have no 

simple of syi.nmetric shape. The true absorption, except 

_at higher temperatures (large_ gammas) and for weak 

· oscillator strengths cannot be approximated by any re.gular 

shape function which as Gaussian,· Lorentzian or Voigt 

profiles. 
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